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PREFACE
Microsoft produced the first version of Windows in
1983 as a graphical extension to its Disc Operating
System (MS-DOS). However, it was not a great
success because, being DOS based, it was confined to

the DOS memory lim t of 1MB of RAM. Mind you, at
that time, not many PCs had that much memory!

In 1987, an Intel 386 processor specific version of

Windows was brought out that was able to run

in

multiple 'virtual 8086' mode, but Windows applications
were still unable to use any extended memory above
the 1MB. In 1990, lowever, Windows version 3.0
solved this problem and became a huge success.
Two years later, the much needed update, Windows
version 3.1, was relaased in April 1992 to fix most of
the program bugs ir version 3.0. The horrendous and
frequent 'Unrecoverable Application Error' message
became a thing of the past. Windows for Wor<groups
3.1, followed in October 1992, and started to give The
program the power :o control small networked groups
of computers. This was strengthened in October 1993
3.11 release, which included 32 -bit file
management and more networking support.

with the

Then came an almost three year wait for Windows
95, a 32 -bit operating system in its own right. It was the
first 'non -specialist' operating system to make full use

of the 32 -bit features of the then available range of
Intel processor chips. Microsoft had also put a lot of
effort into this system to make it compatible with almost
all existing Windows and MS-DOS based applications.
This was obviously necessary, but it meant that parts
of Windows 95 were still only 16 -bit ir operation.

Finally in June 1998, we saw the launch of Windows
98, the long awaited refined upgrade to Windows 95,
which runs faster, cashes less frequently, supports a
host of new technologies, such as Digital Video Disc
for storing high quality digital video on PCs, improved
MMX multimedia, and is year 2000 compliant.

Windows 98 Recommendations:
You might have read in an article in The Sunday Times

(9/8/98) that a British software house, Prove It 2000,
reported that they had found a potentially damaging
date bug in Windows 98 Standard edition. According to

the article, setting the PC's clock to just 30 seconds
before any year's end, and allowing the clock to run
over to the new year, caused the PC's date to jump
either 2 days forward, or 1 day backwards.

We have tried to simulate the reported error, but
without any success. Nevertheless, this could be an
error which is system dependant, and Microsoft is
examining the code of the program that unearthed the
reported bug. While this bug, if indeed it exists, could
become inconvenient or even damaging to certain
applications users, we are sure that Microsoft will soon

report on it, and if necessary post a fix on their Web
site. If you find that your system is affected by such a

bug, and you are connected to the Internet, then refer
to the penultimate section in Chapter 8 where we tell
you how to use the Windows Update utility to obtain
such a fix easily and quickly.

One of the well publicised new feature in Windows
98 is the rapid shutdown procedure. This feature, while

desirable, has caused Windows 98 to hang several
times at shutdown, with the result that we had to switch

off the power to our PC. This, of course, caused
Windows to scan our hard disc for errors the very next
time our system was switched on. If you encounter a

similar problem, then refer to the last section

in

Chapter 8 where we tell you how to cure it completely.
If you like to speed up both the startup and shutdown

procedures of Windows 98 and be in total control of
your system, then look up the penultimate section of
Chapter 9 where we tell you how to do it.

Finally, having used Windows 98 solidly every day
for the past few months, we have found it more stable
than its predecessors, packed with more desirable
features and, therefore, recommend the upgrade.
vi

ABOUT THIS BOOK
Windows 98 Explained was written to help both the
beginner and those moving from older versions of
Windows. The materia in the book is presented on the
'what you need to know first, appears first' basis,
although you don't have to start at the beginning and

go right through to the end. The more expeienced
user can start from any section, as they have been
designed to be self-contained.

Windows 98 is a 32 -bit operating system with a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) front end, and includes
built in accessories like a text editor, paint program and

many other multi -media, networking and electronic
communication features, most of which are examined
in this book. Getting to grips with Windows 98, as
described, will also reduce the learning curve when it
comes to using other Windows application packages.
For example, once you have installed your printers aid

learned how to switch between them and print from

them, you should never again have any difficulty

printing from any Windows program. Also, learning to
manipulate text and graphics in WordPad and Paint will
lay very strong founda:ions on which to build expertise
when you need to master a fully blown word processor
with strong elements o: desktop publishing.

Windows 98 comes with the same version

of

MS-DOS as the one used with Windows 95, which is

mainly included so that you can run DOS based
application programs. If, however, you enjoy using tie
command line to errer instructions, you still can. We
outline the process and cover the main changes to

MS-DOS, but we have not attempted to cover tie

subject fully. If you don't work that way already, you
certainly should not start now.

The book was written with the busy person in mind.
You don't need to read many hundreds of large format
pages to find out mcs: of what there is to know about
the subject, when fewer pages can get you going quite
adequately! It is hoped that with the help of this book,
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you will be able to get the most ou' of your computer,
when using Windows 98, in terms of efficiency and
productivity. and that you will be able to do it in the
shortest, most effective and enjoyable way.

If you would like to purchase a floppy disc contaiiing all the files/programs
which appear in any other listed book(s) by the same author(s), then fill in

the form at the back of the book and send it to P. R. M. Oliver at the
address stipulated.
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1. PACKAGE OVERVIEW
Windows 98, just like its predecessor Windows 95, is a
Graphical Interface which not only acts as a graphical

front end to the Disc Operating System (DOS), but
actually replaces it.

Both Windows 95 and Windows 98 adopt the Start
button, shown below, which is always visible on the left
1111

Start

of the
screen.

Taskbar at the bottom of the

Clicking this button opens Lp a
cascade of menus that allow you to run

programs, open your documents, manage
your folders and files, and maintain your system.
Windows 98 comes with a number of new
'accessory' programs, but retains or upgrades most of

those available under Windows 95, such as the word
processor 'WordPad'. the graphics program 'Paint', and
the text editor 'Notepad'. All these accessories, new
and old, as well as the new unified 'Explorer', which
helps you to view ocal, network, intranet and Internet
data simultaneously, will be discussed in some detail.
course, Windows 98 caters for many iew
technological developments, but the description of
Of

some of these is beyond the scope of this book.

One of the strengths of Windows 98 lies in its ability

to manage all other programs that run on your
computer, whether these programs were specifically
written for the Windows environment or the DOS
environment. Windows allows easy communication
between such programs, as well as other computers
which might be connected to a network, but to what

extent depends on the type of hardware at your
disposal. But why upgrade from Windows 3.x or

Windows 95 to Windows 98 and not Windows NT (the
other 32 -bit Microsoft operating system)? The answer
is fairly simple: i1 your are running certain 16 -bit
applications which will not run under Windows NT, or
your hardware is not up to it, then Windows 98 is the
only migration path to take.
1

What is New in Windows 98:
Windows 98 features a range of tools that make it
easier to receive personalised information from Web
content providers using push technology via active
channels, such as The Financial Times, New Scientist,
and the BBC, but you need to subscribe. Other
improvements and support for new technology include:

Unified interface for local, network or Internet
browsing.

Internet Explorer 4.0
Express e-mail client.

together with

Outlook

Microsoft Netmeeting conferencing software.

FAT32 file system - an enhanced version of the
File Allocation Table, which controls the way data
is stored on a disc drive. The new system allows
drives of over 2Gb to be formatted as a single
logical drive, instead of having to be partitioned to

several smaller ones. The conversion to the
FAT32 system can be carried out by running the
'conversion' program during installation or at
some later date.
Multiple monitor/video card support.

Automatic driver upgrades via the Web.
Comprehensive system information utility.
Several new troubleshooting tools.

Support for Digital Video Disc, MMX technology,
Universal Serial Bus, IEEE1394 (Firewire), and

Advanced Configuration and Power Interface
standards. The latter is of particular use to laptop
users by improving their power -saving facilities.
general, this version of Windows is far more
polished and professional than its predecessor. For the
In

most part, however, Windows 98 has not changed
much, which should help cut the learning curve for
users upgrading from Windows 95.
2

Hardware Requirements
If Windows 98 is already installed on your computer,
you can safely skip the rest of this chapter.

To install Windows 98 according to Microsoft, you
will need an IBM-compatible computer equipped with
Intel's 486 -based, (or higher), processor, with 16MB of
random access memory (RAM) anc about 195MB of

available space on your hard disc for

a

typ cal

installation. Howeve-, to run today's Windows' software

need a Pentium PC with at least 32MB
(preferably 64MB) of RAM and up -.o 295MB of hard
disc space for the Windows 98 installation, depending
you will

on your system configuration.
Although it is possible to operate Windows from the
keyboard, the availability of a mouse is highly

desirable. After all, pointing and double-clicking at an
icon on the desktop to start a program, or pointing and

clicking at the Start button to reveal a series of

cascaded menus, is a lot easier than having to learn
several different key combinations.

Before you start installing Windows, make sure you
are not running any memory resident programs such
as 'virus protection utilities'. If you have any entries in
your autoexec.bat file that cause such a program to
run, use the Edit sc-een editor (see Chapter 9) and
disable the relevant commands by adding the REM
statement in front of them, then shutdown and restart
your computer in the normal way.
If

you are using Norton Antivirus versior 2.0 or

use the Start, Settings, Control Panel
command, double -dick on the Add/Remove Programs
icon, and uninstall the program (see Chapter 6). If you

earlier,

do not follow this suggestion, you will find that this
particular program causes other trusted Windows
programs to hang when running under Windows 98.

Finally, you will need a formatted disc to hand to
make a Windows 9E starter disc when instructed.
3

Installing Windows 98
The installation routine is the best we have seen. To
upgrade to Windows 98, run the setup.exe file from
the Win98 folder to be found on your purchased CD.
This can be done from within an existing Windows 3.x
or a Windows 95 installation, as follows:

Upgrading to Windows 98 from Windows 3.x:
1

Insert the Windows 98 CD into your CD-ROM
drive.

2

From the Program Manager File menu, select
Run.

3

In the Run dialogue box, type

dAwin98\setup.exe
where d: is the drive letter for the CD-ROM
drive.
4

Follow the instructions on
discussed on the next page.

the

screen

as

Upgrading to Windows 98 from Windows 95:
1

Insert the Windows 98 CD into your CD-ROM
drive.

2

If your CD-ROM drive is self -loading, the Setup
program will start automatically in which case go
to 4. If your CD-ROM drive is not self-starting,

left -click the Start button and select Run from
the displayed menu.
3

In the Run dialogue box, type

dAwin98\setup.exe
where d: is the drive letter for the CD-ROM
drive.
4

Follow the instructions on
discussed on the next page.

4

the

screen

as

The Installation Process:
Having started the installation process, as described on
the previous page. the following screen will appear on
your monitor.

ft

indows98
inc,t
magma 98 CDI3014

TM CO ROM crier. 5 newel eanott d Window: than the one you ae wear* wing
Would you ike to taguide

YOU compute,

to thn taw MSC"

a WIICIOWS 98 r1000'

Cane

LHe- .?

Add/Remove Software

Pressing the Yes button displays the 'Wecome to
Windows 98 Setup' screen which informs you that the
process will take between 30 to 60 minutes. Upgrading
our 233MHz Pentium took a good 60 minutes!
Next, the Setup program examines your system and

collects information about your computer, and then
prepares the Windows 98 Setup Wizard (Microsoft's
way of semi -automating procedures) which will guide
you through the rest of the process. The first thing that

this Setup Wizard does is

to

display the License

Agreement to which you must agree, if the installation

is to proceed. Then, you are asked to type in the

'Product Key' which is made up of 5 sets of 5 letters
and numbers each. :o be found on the back of the CD
container.
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Next, Setup displays a screen to inform you that it is
initialising your system registry database, and another
while it is verifying that your computer has enough disc
space to install Windows 98. If all is well, the following
screen is displayed.
Windows 98 Setup Wizard

Save System Files
Setup can save your existing MS-DOS and Windows system
files, so you can untnstall Windows 98 J necessary This wit'
require up to 50 MB of dist space
Do you want Setup to cave your exi:ting system flex in case
you decide to tzmnztall Window; 98
(recommended]

r No

< back

I

Next

I

Cancel

We strongly suggest that you opt to save your existing
system files. This will take up to 50MB of disc space,
but the program
x

Select Uninstall Drive
Select the drive where you want to keep your uninstall

file: and then click Or:
Hard disk

I.

I

.1

-7j

Li or

allows you to
choose the drive

in which to save
these files, as
shown
here.
You are even
given
the
amo_int of free
space available

in each drive. Pressing the OK button, saves the
system files on the selected drive.
6

Next, Windows asks you to establish your location so
that you can be supplied with news and information
from the Web, as described on the screen below.
Venda,* 911 Setup Wizard

Establishing Your Location
t,

rd
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Uk rare
Ureed Arab E mates

Ther, Setup prepares to create a Startup disc which
you will need to use to start up your system should
anything go wrong.
ArIndo.s 98 Selop Wizard

Startup Disk
Setup .1110W create a Startup Disk

0 you have tratile eathrg Windows 98 a \sindovn 98 Set
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<

7

>

Cancel

Finally, Setup restarts your computer, examines your
installed hardware and software,
displays the following screen.
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Windows 98 has detected all the installed software on

our computer, leaving their icons on the desktop as
they were arranged vertically on the left of the screen
under our previous version of Windows. Obviously,
your screen will look different, depending on the
configuration of your computer.
In

addition, Windows 98 has added several new

icons on the desktop (we have moved these to the top
of the screen for easy identification), and also a new

set of buttons to the right of the Start button. These
additional icons and buttons will be discussed in the
next chapter.
In

the middle of the screen, the Windows 98

Welcome screen is displayed with four self-explanatory
topics. We leave it to you to browse your way through
these items.
8

2. STARTING WINDOWS 98
Once Windows 95 has been installed successfully,
switching on your PC automatically loads the operating

system, and the Welcome screen

is

displayec, as

shown in the previous chapter, unless you have chosen
to deactivate this feature.

The Windows Desktop
Below we show the Windows 98 working screen, called
the 'Desktop', with five items on the left of it identified
as 'System icons', although EasyFTP is not part of the
Windows 98 set up. In addition, the 'My Briefcase' item
has been double-clicked with the left mouse button to
open the screen appearing in the middle.
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Resize tab
Start button
Task bar

4

Laboal4
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2.:-..zok, 1545

I 2C WANDOWSVoil

When a program is running, an icon is placed on the
Taskbar. This allows you to switch between running
programs by simply left -clicking them on the Taskbar.
9

Parts of a Window:
is worth spending some time looking at the various
parts that make up the Windows screen - we use the
word 'Windows' to refer to the whole environment,
It

while the word 'windows' refers

to

application or

document windows. Applications windows contain
running applications, while document windows appear

applications that can open more than one
document, but share the application window's menu.
with

Each application, and some documents you choose
to work with, open and use separate windows to run in.
In order to illustrate the various parts of the Windows
screen, we chose to run the My Briefcase D rog ra m into
whose folder you normally drag files that you want to

work on at a different computer. However, although
every window has some common elements, not all
windows use all of these elements.

An application window is easily opened by either
double-clicking its icon on the Desktop, or clicking its
name on one of the cascaded menus resulting from
clicking the Start button and selecting the Programs
option. Although multiple windows can be displayed

simultaneously, only one is the active window and
displays on the top of any other non -active window.
Title bars of non -active windows appear with a lighter
shade than that of the active one, as shown below.

)-'
Upltle al

iv

ccov

Urdo

il
My Briefcase
Th.s folder contains files
You went to e.ork on et a
drfferent computer

Drap the files you want
.reo thos told., end then
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The Windows screen is subdivided into several areas
which have the follcwing functions:
Area
Command button

Function
Clicking on the proicon

gram

(see

upper -left corner of
the

My

Computer

window), displays the Dull -

down Control menu which
can be used to control the
program window. It includes
commands for restoring,
moving, sizing, minimising,
maximising, and closing the
window.

Title bar

The bar at the top of a
window which displays the
application name and the
name of the current document.

Minimise box

The button you point

to and click to store
an application as a
symbol on the Tas<bar.

Clicking on such an

icon will restore the window.
Maximise button

The button you point
to and click to fill the

screen with the active window. When
that happens, the Maximise
button changes to a Restore
button which can be

used to restore the
window to its former
size.
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Close button

The

extreme top
right button that you
click to close a window.

Menu bar

The bar below the Title bar
which allows you to choose
from several menu options.
Clicking on a menu item displays the pull -down menu
associated with that item.

The options listed

in

the

Menu bar depend on the
specific application.
Scroll bars

Scroll buttons

The bars on the extreme
right and bottom of each
window that ccntain a scroll
box. Clicking cn these bars
allows you to see parts of a
document that might not be
visible in that size window.
The arrowheads at each
end of the scroll bars which

you click to scroll the window contents up and down
one line, or left and right
one item at a time.
Resize tab

The

area

on

a

window which you

LJ

drag with the mouse
(hold the left mouse
button
depressed
while
moving)
to
resize
the
window.
Mouse pointer

The arrow which appears
when the pointer is placed
over menus, scrolling bars,
buttons, and directory lists.

12

The Mouse Pointers
Windows, as with all other graphical based
programs, the use o' a mouse makes many opera:ions
both easier and more fun to carry out.
In

Windows has several different mouse pointers, with
the most common Ilustrated below, which it uses for its
various functions. When the program is initially started

up the first you will see is the hourglass, which turns
into an upward pDinting hollow arrow. Some of the
other shapes, as shDwn below, depend on the type of
work you are doing at the time.

The hourglass which displays when you
are wa ting while performing a function.

The arrow which appears when the pointer
is placed over menus, scrolling bars, and
buttons.

The I-beam which appears in normal text
areas of the screen.

The large 4 -headed arrow which appears

after choosing the Control, Move/Size
commard(s) for moving or sizing windows.

r-

The double arrows which appear when
over the border of a window, used to drag
the side and alter the size of the window.

The Help hand which appears in the help
windows, and is used to access hypertext'
type links.

as word processors,
spreadsheets and databases, can have additional
mouse pointers which facilitate the execution of
Windows applications, such

selected commands, such as high) ghting text, de'ining
areas for the appearance of charts, etc.
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The Menu Bar Options
Each window's menu bar option has associated with it

a pull -down sub -menu. To activate the menu of a
window, either press the <Alb key, which causes the
first option of the menu (in this case File) to be
activated (turned into a button), then use the right and

left arrow keys to activate the other options in the
menu, or use the mouse to point to an option. Pressing

either the <Enter> key, or the left mouse button,
reveals the pull -down sub -menu of the activated option.

The sub -menu of the View option of the My
Computer window, is shown below.
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Menu options can also
be activated directly by
pressing the <Alt> key
followed by the under-
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pressing Alt+V, causes

IA

Removable

SWndipo:

Qlak

the pull -down sub -menu

Mange jean

of View to be displayed.
You can use the up and
down arrow keys to
move the highlighted

Pyrite's

Coned Pan.
Dtal-Up Nan

Behest)

Fade, (loam

Show: a hides Yobs,

bar

up

and down

a

sub -menu, or the right
and left arrow keys to move along the options in the
menu bar. Pressing the <Enter> key selects the
highlighted

option

or

executes

the

highlighted

command. Pressing the <Esc> key once, closes the
pull -down sub -menu, while pressing the <Esc> key for
a second time, closes the menu system.
Items on the pull -down sub -menu which are marked
with an arrow head to their right, as shown here,

uopen up additional options when selected, as
shown on the My Computer screen dump above.
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The items on the menu bar of a specific application
might be different from the ones shown here. However,
almost all applications offer the following options:
File

Procuces a pull -down menu of mainly
file related tasks, which allow you,
amongst other options, to 'open',

'delete', 'rename', copy' or 'move' a
selected file, crea:e a 'shortcut', or
open the 'properties' of a selected
item, and 'close' an open window.
Edit

Gives access to the most common
edling tasks which can be applied on
selected items.

View

Gives you complete control on what
you see on your screen. For example,
selecting the 'toolbars' and/or the
'status bar' options checks these
op:ions and allows their display

(selecting them or ce more removes
the checkmark and toggles them off).
Allows

you

to

'arrange

icons

in

va 'bus ways and control whether
'large icons', 'small icons', 'lists' or
'detailed' lists are displayed.

Help

Activates

the

help

window

and

displays an 'index' of help, offers help
on selected topics, or opens a window
displays basic details of the
system and the available resources.
and

Some applications display a '?' button on the right end
of their title bar, as shown here. Clicking this

button changes the mouse pointer from its
usual inclined arrow shaae to the 'What's
this?' shape. Pointing to an object in the
window and clicking, opens a Help topic.

For a more detailed description of each sub -menu
item, either highlight it and read the text on the status
bar, or use the on -I ne Help system.
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Shortcut Menus
To see a shortcut menu containing the most common
commands applicable to an item, point with your
mouse at the item and click the right mouse button. For
example, right clicking the My Computer icon reveals
the following options:

In this case we have the option
to Open My Computer which has
the same effect as doubleclicking its icon, Explore its
contents, Find any file or
document stored in it, Create
Create Shortcut
Rename
Properties

Active Desktop

Shortcut icons on the desktop,
Rename the particular item, or
see its Properties.
Right -clicking
itself, displays

the
the

desktop
following

shortcut menu:

From this menu you can select

Arrange icons

how to Arrange Icons on your

Line lip Icons

desktop, or create a New folder
or shortcut icon on the desktop,
for your favourite word processor

Refresh

maybe.
Having
New
Properties

activatec a shortcut

menu, you can close it without
taking any further action by
simply pressing the <Esc> key.

It might be worth your while to
right -click the rest of the icons on your desktop in turn,

to find out what the differences are between their
shortcut menus. For example, you will find that the On
Line Services and the Set Up The Microsoft Network
icons have an additional option to Delete them, which
you might want to consider, if you are not using these
facilities. You will also find out that there is no option to
rename the Recycle Bin.
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Dialogue Boxes
Three periods after a sub -menu option or command,
means that a dialogue box will open when the option or
command is selected. A dialogue box is used for the
insertion of additiona information, such as the name of
a file.

To see

a

dialogue

box,

double-click

the

My

Computer icon, select View on the menu bar of the
displayed window and Folder Options from its sub menu. This opens the Folder Options dialogue box
shown below with its View tab selected.
Folder Options
General

Vievo

I File Types I

Folder views

You can make all your folders lock the same.
Reset All Folders

Late Crsrent Folder

Advanced 'f
FiIe.:. and Folders

El Remember each folder's view settings
Ei Display the full path in title bar
O Hide file extensiDns for known file types
Show Map Network. Drive button in toolbar

o

Show file attrbutes in Detail View
Ei Show pop-up description for folder and desktop items
O Allow all uppercase names
__I Hidden files
Q Do not show hidden or system files
O Do not show hidden files

O Show all files

_-_J

Restore Defaults

OK

I
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Cancel

I

I

When a dialogue box opens, the <Tab> key can be

used to move the dotted rectangle (known as the
focus) from one field to another (Shift+<Tab> moves

the focus backwards). Alternatively you can move
directly to a desired field by holding the <Alb key down

and pressing the underlined letter in the field name.
With the mouse, you simply point and click the left
mouse button at the desired field.
Some dialogue boxes (such as the one shown on the

previous page) contain List boxes which show a
column of available choices. If there are more choices
than can be seen in the area provided, use the scroll
bars to reveal them. To select a single item from a List
box, either double-click the item, or use the arrow keys
to highlight the item and press <Enter>.

Dialogue boxes may contain Option buttons (sometimes called Radio buttons) with a list of mutually
ri exclusive items. The default choice is marked
with
F.--

a

black

dot

against

its

name,

while

unavailable options are dimmed. Another type of
dialogue box option is the Check box which offers

a list of features you can switch on or off. Selected
options show a tick in the box against the option name.

Some dialogue boxes contain groups of options

within a field. In such cases, you can use the arrow

keys to move from one option to another. Having

selected an option or typed in information in a text box,

you must press a command button, such as the OK,
Cancel or Apply button (unavailable options or
command buttons are dimmed), or choose from
additional options. To select the OK button with the
mouse, simply point and click, while with the keyboard,

you must first press the <Tab> key until the focus
moves to the required button, and then press the
<Enter> key.

To cancel a dialogue box, either press the Cancel
button, or the <Esc> key enough times to close the
dialogue box and then the menu system.
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Desktop Icons and Taskbar Buttons
So far we have used the first and last of the five
system icons (My Computer and My Briefcase)
displayed at the top left corner of our computer's
desktop,

shown below. Your desktop could be
arranged differently from ours and could, indeed, have
different icons on it. For the sake of completeness we
summarise below the function of all the 'system' icons
appearing on our desktop, including that of EasyFTP
which, however, is nct part of the Windows 98 set up.

Double-click this to graphically browse
through all your discs, folders and files.
My Computer

Double-click this to reach sites on the
Internet which specialise in hardware,
EasyFTP

tS:41

software, and entertainment.
Double-click

this

to

restore

deleted

Recycle Bin

folders and files to their original position

My Documents

Double-click this for quick access to the
list of documents you nave saved in this

on your hard disc.

Double-clicki
a
specific
document in the list, opens the document
and the program it was produced by, so
you can carry on working with it.
folder.

My Briefcase

Double-click this to access files you want
to work on at a different compute-.

The other three icons shown on our screen below the

ones displayed above, are 'shortcuts' to an object.
Double-clicking on such an icon opens the object itself.
Later on we will discuss how to create such shortcuts.
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Other Desktop Icons:
When installing Windows 98, the Setup program
placed the following four icons on our desktop. To use

any one of these requires you to have a modem

connected to your computer and to a telephone line. In

addition, you will be required to pay for some of the
services provided.

Double-click this to list a selection of
Internet

Service

Providers

(ISPs).

Online
Services

Double-clicking one ISP =rom the list

S

Double-click this to start the Microsoft

Set Up The
Microsoft

Outlook
Exprez's

0

Internet
Explorer

invokes their Setup program.

Network Setup program. You will

be

required to insert the Windows 98 CD into
your CD-ROM drive.

Double-click this to start the Microsoft
Outlook Express program which lets you

control your e-mail. You will need to
subscribe to an ISP.

Double-click this to start the Microsoft
Internet Explorer which allows you to surf
the Internet. You will need to subscribe to
an ISP.

If you already have an Internet Service Provider, you
can safely delete the first two icons from your desktop
(point and left -click to highlight them, then press the
<Delete> key). If, on the other hand, you intend to join
an ISP, make sure to choose one that does not charge

you for the actual time you are connected, through
them, to the Internet, otherwise Web surf ng can prove
very expensive. Finally, the last two icons can also be
deleted as they also appear on the Taskbar, next to the
Start button.
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Taskbar Buttons:
At the bottom of the Desktop screen is the Taskbar. It
contains the Start button which, as we shall scon see,
can be used to quickly start a program, or to fir d a file,
and it is also the fastest way to get Help.
When you open a program, or a window, a button for
it is placed on the Taskbar, as shown below.

BSI asi

sons]

my canoe.

1E22

I

You can left -click your mouse on this button to make
this the active program, or window. So, no matter how
cluttered your screen is, you can always see what
windows you have open and quickly switch between
them. As more buttons are placed on the Taskbar their
size shrinks.

If you need to see more details on a trinca:ed
button, hold the mouse pointer over it. You can also
drag the top of the bar up and have multiple rows of
buttons. Try it! However, this reduces the area of :he
Desktop.

Next to the Start button, there are four buttons
placed there by the Windows Setup program. These, in
order of appearance, have the following functions:
1

Launch the Internet Explorer Bowser.

2

Launch Outlook Express.

3

Show Desktop.

4

View Channels.

The Taskbar also shows the current time to the far
right and, when installed, other iccns for controlling
your

display

(as

shown

above),

and/or

different

features. Moving the mouse pointer over the clock will
display the date. Double-clicking the clock, opens the

Date/Time Properties box, so that you can make

changes, if necessary.
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Exiting Windows 98
To exit Windows, you click the START button and
select the Shut Down option, as shown Delow left:
Windawn, Update

This opens the following dialogue
box:

Programs

Shut Down Windows
Favorites

What do you want the compute( to do7
Documents

ahUt73-6::

Bestart
aettings

4,I,) End

( Restart in MS-DOS mole

F-01(

Camel

I

Help

tf$ Help

V Bun
(,4

.

Oft

Selecting the default Shut down
option in the dialogue box, exits
all the open programs, carries out

any file saves you require and
then tells
safe to
switch off your computer. This is

the only way you should end a
session - never just switch off your computer without
going through this procedure.

The second Restart option is used if you want to
clear the memory settings and restart Windows 98,
while the third Restart in MS-DOS option is used to
start up your computer with the DOS prompt. This
might be required by some older programs written for
DOS. However, if you have problems when running
DOS programs, refer to page 50 for a possible cure.

Your PC can be set up for multi-user access, with
each user having their own password. If that is the
case and you want to end a session, use the Log Off
option which appears above the Shut Down option of
the Start menu. This allows the current user to sign off
without switching the computer off.
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3. THE WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT
Windows 98 allows the display of multiple applications
or multiple documents of a single application. Each of
these Windows appl cations or documents displays on
the screen in its owr window, which can be full screen
size or part screen size.

Manipulating Windows
To use any Windows program effectively, you will need
to be able to manipulate a series of windows, to select

which one is to be active, to move them, or charge
their size, so that you can see all the relevant parts of
each one. What follows is a short discussion or. how to
manipulate windows.

To help with the illustration of the various points to
be discussed, we will create three windows by f rst
clicking the Start
button to display
the Start menu,

then selecting the
Settings option to
reveal the cascade
sub -menu,
en

shown

here, and click ng
the Control Panel

LT3 rt",:d

Fps
Iasi, bar 6 Stair Menu

Folder OMB.
AFIschse Desktop
windows Update

option. Repeat this

p-ocess two more
times, but click the
Printers option on
the sub -menu he
second time and
the
Taskbar &

Start Menu opt on
o'i the third time.
What you should
see on your screen

is shown on the next page. Don't worry about what
these applications do; we will explain later.
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_o

Er Control Panel

_

Pi Painters

Taskbar Properties

1E1E1

Taskbar Options I Start Menu Programs

j
Sound RE

Log Off.
Shyt Down

Wordpar

Start

(7,

12 45 PM

elyt!cin190,

E AL Ito hide

E Show small icons in Start menu
1.7 Show clock.

OK.

I

Cancel

All we are concerned with at the moment is to open
three windows on the screen with each window

containing a different application. If the contents of the
Control Panel and Printers windows do not look exactly
like ours, i.e., containing large icons, again don't worry
as it is not important. We simply used the command
View, as each window was being opened, then
selected the Large Icons option.

If you followed the order we suggested for opening
these application windows, then the active window (the
last one to be opened) will display on top of the others,
as shown above.
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Changing the Acive Window:
To select the active window amongst those displayed

on the screen, po nt to it and click the left mouse
button, or, if the one you want to activate is not visible,
click its icon on the Taskbar. Alternatively, hold down
the <Alt> key and press the <Tab> key. This opens the
pop-up
box
shown
here. which displays
the .cons of all open

windows. As long as
the <Alt> key is held

a_11

down, the pop-up box

(Primers

remains
Pressing

ti

the

visible.
<Tab>

key moves the highlight through the listing and when
the icon you want is selected, releasing the <Alt> key
will make that the active window.

It is a good idea to practise what we are describing
here. Do not be afraid if you make mistakes - the more
mistakes you make the more you wil learn!

Moving Windows and Dialogue Boxes:
When you have mu tiple windows or dialogue boxes on
the screen, you might want to move a particular one to
a different part of the

==wimminimirogia
UP

screen.

MI

too

xOJ

Printers

A

Ut

10

4,

This

can

be

achieved with either the
mouse or the keyboard,
but not if the window
occupies the full screen,

410

for obvious reasons.

HP lreWs

5,94P

To move a window, or
a dialogue box, with the
mouse, point to the title
bar and drag it (press the
left bLtton and keep it

pressed while moving the
mouse) until the shadow border is where you want it to
be (as shown here), teen release the mouse button.
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move a window with the keyboard, press
<Alt+Spacebar> to open the Application Control menu,
or <Alt+-> to open the Document Control menu. Then
press M to select Move, which causes a four -headed
arrow to appear in the title bar. Use the arrow keys to
move the shadow border of the window to the required
place and press <Enter>.
To

Sizing a Window:
You can change the size of a window with either the
mouse or the keyboard. With the mouse, move the
window so that the side you want to change is visible,

then move the mouse pointer to the edge of the
window or corner so that it changes to a two -headed
arrow, then drag the two -headed arrow in the direction
you want that side or corner to move.

Here we are moving the
right side of the window

towards the left, thus
making

it

smaller.

Continue dragging until

the shadow border
the

size

you

is

require,

then release the mouse
button.

To size a window with
keyboard, press
<Alt+-> tc reveal the
the

either

<Alt+Spacebar> or

Application Control menu or the Document Control
menu, then press S to select Size which causes the
four -headed arrow to appear. Now press the arrow key
that corresponds to the edge you want to move, or if a
corner, press the two arrow keys (one after the other)

corresponding to the particular corner, which causes
the pointer to change to a two -headed arrow. Press an

appropriate arrow key in the direction you want that
side or corner to move and continue to do so until the
shadow border is the size you require, then press
<Enter> to fix the new window size.
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Minimising and Maximising Windows:
Windows can be minimised into Taskbar icons to
temporarily free desktop space. This can be cone
either by using the rrouse to click the 'Minimise' button

(the negative sign n the upper -right corner of the
window), or by pressing <Alt+Spacebar> or <Alt+-> to
reveal the Applicat on Control menu or the Document
Control menu. and selecting n for Minimise.
Jji
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In

the above screen dump we show the Prirters

window open with the mouse pointer pointing at the
minimise button and also its icon on the Taskbar.

To maximise a window so that it fills the entire
click on the 'maximise' button (the

screen, either

rectangle in the upper -right corner of the window), or
press <Alt+Spacebar> or <Alt+-> to display the

Application Control menu or the Document Control
menu, and select x for Maximise.
An application which has been

minimised

or

maximised can be returned to its original size and

position on the screen by either clicking on its Taskbar

icon to expand

it

to a window, or clicking on the

'Restore' button in the upper -right corner of the
maximised window. to reduce it to its former size. With

the keyboard, press select R for Restore from the
Control menu.
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Closing a Window:
A document window can be closed at any time to save
screen space and memory. To do this, either click the

X Close button (on the upper -right corner of the
window), or double-click on the Control menu button
(the icon in the upper -left corner of the window title
bar). With the keyboard, press <Alt+-> and select C for
Close from the window Control menu.
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Windows Display Arrangement:
In Windows and most Windows application programs,
multiple
can
display
windows in both tiled and
cascaded (overlapping) forms you

IBS
Cascade Wincloton

T de Windows Hotcontally
T de Windoo., Vertically
mintrnize All 'vr/indcw::
sr

Undo Minirnize All

Plopetties

the choice being a matter of
balance
between
personal
preference and the type of work
you are doing at the time. If you
want
to
organise
these

automatically, rigl-t-click on an

empty part
which opens the menu shown here.
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of

the

Taskbar

Below, we show two forms of windows display: the
Cascade Windows option and tl-e Tile Windows
Vertically option
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As you will have discovered by now, the size of the
Taskbar & Menu window cannot be changed, hence
you might have to alter the size of the other two to get
exactly what is displayed above.
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The Windows Control Panel
The Control Panel provides a quick and easy way to
change the hardware and software settings of your
system.

To access the Control Panel, click the Start button,

by Control Panel.
Another way is to double-click the Contro Panel icon in
then select Settings followed

the My Computer window. Either way opens the
Control Panel window shown below from which the
various Control Panel options can be accessed.
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Double-clicking at the Control Panel icons allows you
to

add new hardware, add or remove programs,

change the date and time, change the display type and
its resolution, change the printer fonts, and change the
keyboard repeat rate.

Further, you can change the settings of your mouse,

install and configure your printer(s), specify regional
settings, such as the formatting of numbers and dates,
and look at your system's properties. If your system is
connected to the outside world or suppons multimedia,
then you can also configure it appropriate y.
All of these features control the environment in which

the Windows application programs operate and you
should become familiar with them.
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Changing your Display
If your VDU (visua display unit) is capable of higher
resolution than the usual 640 by 480 pixels (picture
elements), you migh,. like to increase its resolution to
800 by 600 pixels. This will allow you to see a lager
number of icons on a screen when a given application
is activated. To do this, follow the steps below.

Click the Start button, then select Settings
followed by Control Panel.

In the Control Panel window, double-click the
Display icon.

In the Display Properties dialogue box, click the
Settings tab.
The last dialogue box is shown below with the settings
changed appropriately.

Display Proem ties
Background I Screen Saver I Appearance I Effects I Web

Settings

Display.

Ebner MN034 . Non -I legaced 14in on ATI 30 RAGE II. (English,
10sectDrawl

Cdas

Screen area

IOW&

More

Less

IgitECE11111111111111111z]

MIME

BOO by 6C 0 pixel:

r

Advanced

a
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Cancel
1

Changing the Default Printer
If you want to change the default printer, you can do so
by carrying out the following steps:

Click the Start button, then select Settings
followed by Printers. This displays the Printers
folder, shown below. Folders will be discussed in
detail in the next chapter.
Pi Printers
File

P11313
View

Edit

Go

Favorites

Up
' Address

Help

Cut

Copy

Printer;

of
dd Fur ter

HP LaserJet
5/5M - St

PIC-Printer

HP LaserJet
5MP

HF' Laser,er
hS

5P/5MP

HP Laserjer
5P/5MP

6 object(s)

it shows that five printer drivers were
installed; the first three, namely an HP LaserJet
5/5M Standard (currently the default, hence the
small tick against it), an HP LaserJet 5P/5MP

Here

PostScript,

and

an HP LaserJet 5MP,

all

configured for output via the parallel printer port
LPT1. The last two are configured to print to a
Fax line and to a 31/2" floppy disc, respectively.

By the way, resting the mouse pointer on a
printer icon whose label ends with three dots
displays a banner with its full name in it.
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Next, double-click the icon of the printer you
want to make the default printer and choose the

Printer menu option in the displayed dialogue
box. From the drop -down sub -menu select the
Set as Default option.
4 HP LaseMet 5P!5MP PostScript
Printer

Document

View

MOM

Help

j Status

Pause Printing

I Owner

1.1=2:11111111
Purge Print Documents
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Additional Plug and Play printers are automatically
detected at installation time or during the boot up
process. You will be prompted for the necessary driver
files if they are not already in the Windows folder. Such
printer drivers are normally supplied with all new Plug
and Play printers.
For other situations the Add Printer Wizard steps you
through the printer installation process. You can invoke
this Wizard by double-clicking the Add Printer icon in
the Printers dialogue box. The choice of installing an
additional printer driver could be dependent or whether
such a printer was connected to your system but was

not of the Plug and Play variety, or the printer was
available to you at, say, your office on a shared basis.

option would allow tie preparation of
documents incorporating fonts and styles not available
on the printer connected to your system, to be saved
This latter

with your file and printed later on a printer which
supports such enhancements. This is discussed in
Chapter 6.
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The Common User Interface
Although in many respects the front end of Windows
98 remains similar to that of Windows 95, the user
interface has been made to resemble more closely that

of the Internet Explorer 4.0 which is bundled with it.
You must have noticed by now that the Control Panel,

the Printers, and the My Computer windows have a
toolbar with browser -style forwards and backwards
arrows. The My Computer window is shown below fully
extended so that all the toolbar icons are visible.
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Note that to see the above display exactly as

it

appears, you need to click the down arrow against the

Views button on the toolbar and select both the as
Web Page, and Large Icons options from the
My

Computer
11

)

C11.117 1 08 GB

ci Wed' 625 Na

Free 486 Na

drop -down menu, as shown.
Try the different display
options available to you and

see which one you prefer.
For the display alongside
we chose the List option.
Highlighting an item, in
whichever display option
you operate, gives you

information about that item
(the C: drive in this case).
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Another very useful toolbar option is the Properties
button, showi here. First select a hardware item
(such as a drive, a specific printer, or a
document/program file), then press the button
to display the selected item's Properties dialogue box.
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you the option to Label
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delete unwanted files to
recover precious disc
space. Pressing the

Disk Cleanup button
displays the following
dialogue box.
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take up quite a chunk

I

of your hard disc.
I

J

recovering

disc space by

Pressing the More
Options tab on the
Cleanup dialogue box
displays further ways of
helping you to delete

programs you no longer use, while pressing the Tools
tab of the Properties dialogue box allows you to ct-eck
your drive for errors, back up your data, and
defragment your disc (more about this later).
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Returning to the common user interface toolbar, apart

from the View and Properties buttons, there are
several others which invoke facilities that will be
discussed in the next chapter. The one interesting
aspect of this common user interface is, that no matter

which application you are using, provided you are
connected to the Internet, clicking the small
k globe at the top right corner of the window,
shown here, will jump to a Web site without you
having to load up the browser. The default Web site is
that of Microsoft, as shown below.
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you are connected to the Internet it is worth
examining this facility. If not, you can always use this
facility off-line and give it an address pointing to your
own Home page on your hard disc, as shown below.
How to design this, is another story!
If
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Using the Help System
To obtain on-line help, click the Start button, then
select the Help menu command which opens the main
Help window, shown oelow.
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Welcome to Help
Use the Help sys em to learn more
about Windows 98.
Find answers o four Questions.
.r.

Browse the or line version of
the Getting Skirted book.

Connect to the web to get
software updates.

Troubleshoot your system,

CAM Microsoft Corporation. All
rghti reserved

The Contents tab displays top level 'chapters', shown
as book icons, wh cl you click to open. These could
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contain other books or topics preceded by the
question mark sign, shown here. Clicking such a
question mark. icon opens up a short page of text

which is displayed in the right pane of the Windows
Help dialogue box.

The Index and Search tabs open up interactive Help
index and Search facilities. If the Index tab is clicked
and you type the first few letters of a word in the input
box, you are shown the available options. Selecting
one and clicking the Display button opens its page, as
shown on the next page.
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The Search tab gives you access to a very powerful
individual word search facility of the Help system, as
shown below.
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4. DISCS, FOLDERS AND FILES
Windows 98, being an operating system, cortrols the
use of your system's disc drives and allows for the
manipulation of the data stored on them. With pre Windows 95 versiois of the program you would have
used the semi -graphical File Manager to look after your
discs, directories and files.

With Windows 98 (and Windows 95), the way discs,
folders (the old directories) and files can be handled on
your PC has been changed. In t -le 'My Computer'

facility almost ever/thing is now done graphically by
clicking and dragging icons between windows, folders
and the desktop itself. In Windows 98, as we have
seen in the previous chapter, My Computer appears
under the common user interface and is, therefore,
capable of delivering more facilities than before.

Folders:
To see all the folders held on your computer's (C:)
drive, double-click the My Computer icon on your
desktop, and click the (C:) icon in the displayed
window shown beloN.
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Note that for the above display, we have used the
Views button on the toolbar to disable the as Web
Page and selected the List option. In fact, clicking the
Views button on the toolbar in succession rotates
between the available display options (Large Icons,
Small Icons, List, or Details).
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Double-clicking the (C:) icon, displays the following:
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There are two points to note here: (i) the program has
jumped back to the as Web Page view option, and (ii)

the Back icon on the toolbar has been activated.
Pressing this icon returns you to the previous display
(the one at the bottom of the previous page), and in
doing so, activates the Forward icon on the toolbar.
Pressing the Forward icon displays the above screen.
This simulates the way a Web browser works.

Folders are graphical devices, as shown here, similar
to directories in that they can contain files, other folders

-j

and also icons. To examine this, locate the
Program Files folder on your (C:) drive and
double-click it to display the following:
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Finally double-click the Accessories folder to reveal
more folders and several files.
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Working with Files:
In Windows 98 you can work with files in three different
ways:

Use the My Computer utility', which Microsoft
have spent much time and effort making as intuitive as possible.

Use the Wincows Explorer, a utility similar to
that of My Computer,
facilities.

but

with

additional

Use an MS-DOS Prompt window if you prefer to
and are an expert with the DOS commands.

In the rest of this chapter, we discJss the first two of
the above three methods of working with files.

My Computer
As we have seen. double-clicking the My Computer
icon on the desktop, shown here, gives you
lj
immediate visual access to all the disc
My Computer

drives in your computer, as well as the

Control aanel and the Printers fo der. The
My Computer window opens
with default settings consisting
View
of large icons, a toolbar similar
Toolbars
to that of a Web browser, and
atatus Bar
Explorer Bar
each time you double-click an
icon its contents are shown in
as Web Page
so

Large Icons
Small Icons
List
D et ails

Custornize this Folder

Arrange Icons
Line Up Icons
Refresh

the same window.

Icon settings are easy to
change, not only from the V ews

button on the toolbar, but also
from the View menu. Using the
Folder
Options
View,
command al ows you 7:o control

general settings, view options,

and edit the type of files you
view, as shown overleaf.
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Folder Options
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Windows Desktop Update

Web style
Your computer looks and acts like the Web (e.g., sinale-click(.

Classic style
Your computer defaults to Windows classic settings.

Cmstom, based on settings you choose:'

Settings..

Cancel

OK

To see what program associations are valid on your
system. click the File Types tab. This will open the
dialogue box window shown on the next page. If you
work your way down the list of Registered file types
you can see the association details in the lower half of
the box. Our example shows that an Application file
has the extension .EXE. From this box you can add
new associations by clicking the New Type button,
delete them with the Remove button and change them
with the Edit button.
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Folder Options
File Types

General I View
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11
Without getting too nvolved at this stage,

it is worth
spending a few mint_tes just browsing through the list.
It

will

help

you

to

recognise

the

icons.

These

extensions are used by Windows 98 to associate files
with the application that they are used with.
Any file displayed within the My Computer window,
whether with its extension showing or not, car be
opened by double -c icking its icon. If it is a program
file, the program will run. If it is a document, it wi I be
opened in a running version of its application program.
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Creating a New Folder:
Before you start manipulating any files, create a new
folder to hold copies of some existing files. It should
then be safe to 'play around' with them.
To create a new folder:

Open the Accessories folder which is located
within the Program Files folder, then right -click
your mouse on an empty part of the window.
This opens the command menu shown to the left
of the screen dump below.
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Holding the pointer over New opens the cascade
menu. Clicking the pointer on the Folder option
places a new, folder on the Desktop, as shown
below on the left. Its temporary name is highlighted ready for you to type its proper name.

Type Test Folder into the name
slot and press the <Elter> key. It's
as easy as that to create and name
a folder. At any time in the future
you can rename it by clicking its existing name and typing in the new
one. This works for files too. As you
1111
can see, with Windows 98 you can
Te$ Folder
use long names (with spaces) for
both your folders and your files. 1- owever, only
programs written for Windows 95 and Windows

MN=

98 will recognise long file names.
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Selecting Folders and Files:
Before selecting the 'olders and files you would like to
copy, arrange the iew Test Folder next to the other
icons in the Accessories folder (viewed as large icons)
as shown below.
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To select several objects, or icons, you have three
options.

If they form a rectangle, as above, left click one

corner, then with the <Shift> key depressed,
click the opposite corner.

To select random objects hold the <Ctrl> key
down and left click them, one D y one.

To select all the files and folders in a window
use the Edit, Select All menu commard, or the
keyboard shortcut <Ctrl+A>.

To cancel a selection, you just click the pointer
somewhere else in the window.
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Copying Folders and Files:
As usual there are several ways to copy selected
folders or icons from one window into a selected folder.

Using the menu: Select the objects you want to
copy, then use the Edit, Copy command from
the menu bar. Double-click the folder into which
you want to insert a copy of the selected objects,
and use the Edit, Paste command.

Using the keyboard: Select the objects to copy
and press the <Ctrl+C> keyboard shortcut.
Double-click the destination folder and press
<Ctrl+V> to paste the objects there.

Using the mouse: Press and hold down the
<Ctrl> key, then drag the selected objects to the
destination folder.
If the destination folder is in a different drive or a folder
which is not displayed in the current wincow, then you
will have to arrange to view each selected drive and/or

folder in a different window. There are two ways of
achieving this: the long way or the short way.
1. From the My Computer
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2. Double-click the My Computer icon twice.
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button

Close

In either case, you can now arrange for the source
objects and the destination drive/folder to appea- in
separate windows, as shown below.
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Dragging can be a little confusing until you get used to

Windows 98. To drag -copy objects to a folder or
window of another disc drive, you don't have to hold
down the <Ctrl> key. This is the same action as drag -

moving objects between folders of the same drive.
Until you get used to this, take special care, or you will
end up moving objects instead of copying them.
One easy way of telling what action a drag operation
will result in, is to Icon for a + sign on the drag pointer.

This indicates that a copy will take place, as shown
above, where the Test folder is about to be copied to
the D: drive. Perhaps a safer way of copying objects
with the mouse is :o drag them with the right mouse
button depressed. When you have moved the pointer
mouse button
a choice of
operations. Moving tt-e pointer to the Copy Here option
and clicking, will complete the operation.
to

the

destination,

releasing

the

produces a menu which gives you
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Moving Folders and Files:
When you copy a folder or file to somewhere else, the

original version of the folder or file is not altered or
removed, but when you move a folder or file to a new
location, the original is actually deleted. As with the
copy operation there are several ways to move
selected folders or files.

Using the menu: Choose the Edit, Cut command from the source window, then use the
Edit, Paste command from the destination window menu bar.

Using the keyboard: Select the folders or files
to move and press the <Ctrl+X> keyboard short-

cut. Then select the destination window and
press <Ctrl+V> to paste the folders or files there.

Using the mouse: Drag the selected folders or
files from one window to another, with the left
mouse button depressed. This will move files
between windows, or folders, of the same drive.

But don't forget that this same operation will
copy folders or files between different drives.

As with copying, dragging folders or files with the right
mouse button depressed but selecting the Move Here
option from the menu produced, is maybe the safest
way to carry out a folder or file moving operation.

Renaming Folders and Files:
Before you rename folders or files, copy a folder into
your Test Folder. Anything done to it in We Test Folder
should not have any effect on the rest of your system.

To rename a folder or file: Firs: click on the
folder or file icon to select it and then click the
existing name below the icon. This will place a
rectangle around the name and put you into edit

mode. Next, type in the new name and click
somewhere else, or press <Enter>, to finish the

procedure. Try renaming the Test Folder to
Practice Folder.
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File Properties:
If you want to know more about a particular file, first
select it, then either

Click the Prcperties button on the My Computer
toolbar, as shown below, or

Right -click the filename and select Properties
from the drop -down menu.
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to

its

Creating Shortcuts:
With Windows 98, just as with Windows 95, you can
put a shortcut to any program, document or printer on
your desktop or in any folder. Shortcuts we quick ways
to get to the items you use often; they save you having
to dig deep into your system files to access them.

One program we seem to use a lot to process our

system text files is the Notepad (we will discuss its use
later), so we will step through the process of placing a
shortcut to it onto the desktop.

You must first find the actual program. An easy way

is to use the Start, Find, Files or Folders command
and look in the (C:) drive (or whichever drive Windows
is installed on). Soon enough the Notepad.exe file is
found, and you can drag it onto the desktop, as shown

below. This places the new shortcut icon on the

desktop. Note that it has a right pointer arrow on it.

a Find: File: named Notepad
File

Edit

View

SD©
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Name & Location
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Fricl Now
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New Search
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Look in

Fi7 Include subiolders

Name
HTML Ncoep3,3

agg=1111
Notepad cnt

I

Browse

In Fodor

SI:e I

..j C1

Type j
File F

_J C \WINDOWS

52KB

Appi

C 1W1NDOWS1HELP

1KB

CNT

r yi.nronnN.tcuci

oi

4110
10 filefsl found

I

irJOer,,,j

INankaing New Item:

Notepad
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This is how you can tell that an icon is a shortcut, not
the original thing. If you find the icon name a little
lengthy, you can rename it, using the same procedure
as described earlier for renaming files.

If your desktop does not let you place its icons where

you want to, you need to change its settings.
Right -click on the desktop, click the Arrange Icons
option on the command
menu and click Auto
Arrange to remove the
tick mark alongside it. as

shown here.

You should now be able

to arrange your desktop
icons in any way you wish,

by simply dragging them
around the desktop.

Sending Folders and Files:
A very useful feature of Windows 98 is the ability to
quickly send files and folders to specific destinations.
Right -clicking
a
selected file, or
files, will open the

enter

NZ% Nc.y

MOMM13 =g

menu shown on

Floppy 44)

:A Desktop im SI-Jetcut

A Mai Reccari

Create S,tntcW

A Mail R eca ern Jinii Minosairt Dultori

the

relate

.3 My Brietce

option opens the

Flanging

ti

the left. Selecting

Copy

Send

To

of available
destinations.

list

My Docugenti

Pfrigiang:

Selecting the 3% Floppy (A)
option will copy any selected
files and folders to a
removable disc in the (A:)
drive, as shown by the very
decorative animated window
that appears while the process is being carried out.
.0144
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It is easy to add more locations to the Send To menu,
as it is controlled by the contents of the SendTo folder,
which is itself in the Windows folder. You should by

now, have no trouble finding and opening this folder
using the Start, Find command. Yours will probably
only contain the same shortcut icons as ours, and you
have probably worked out by now, that every shortcut
held in this folder produces an option on the Send To
menu.

It is useful to be able to send text files straight to the

Notepad so that you can see, and maybe edit, their

contents. To add Notepad to the Send To menu,
simply copy the shortcut to Notepad icon from your
desktop to the SendTo window, as shown below.
-inIx1
N.,,,,ot.Lxotoo I pie

I

Athoo,00l
Fnd Nhs

Nemec

_IDixt

J2441.a.4.4=111011011611111i:
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Include phone
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Cop,
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Delete

«dip
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Name

in Frke

Ueerin m
%each

-01FPCPS AI

SendTo
1

Mai Res pert Med Flapper+
Usnp Mao

Ms Briefcase Ms Cu sine,

Mad Recipient

I Inlellehrd
srbecil

111'8 Sj My Cie:pads

I
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When you next open
the menu it should

have the extra item
as shown here, on
the right. As you can
see,

we have

re-

named the shortcut
to simply 'Notepad'.

Ow with

.

k, Notify
Floppy 1.41

()edam as Shortcut

C4
Coov

Credo khoocut
12elete

Reroute
PrOOlottes
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Moi Reorpor't

A Mel Rouges Uortcj Mmosolt Outlook
11.1

My Bnetco.:<

A

My Doormats
Notepad

I

Deleting Folders and Files:
The operations described here must only be carried out

on the folders or files held in the Test Folder, unless
you really want to delete specific items. To experiment,
copy any folder to the Test Folder first.

To delete or remove files, first highlight them,
and then either press the <De > key on the key-

board, or press the Delete button on
the toolbar, shown here, or use the
File, Delete command from the window
menu bar.

Delete

Either method opens the message box shown here
which gives you the chance to abort the operation by
selecting No.
Confirm File Delete
=i 1

r;:j

113

Are you sure you wan to send 'Autoexec Wok' to the Recycle Brn?

0

I

To delete folders follow the same procedure as for
files. The following confirmation dialogue box will be
displayed:
Confirm Folder Delete
I)

Are you sure you want to remove the folder 'Temp' and move all its
contents to the Recycle Bin?

...

No

To carry on with the deletion in either case, select Yes.
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The Recycle Bin
As you can see from the message boxes on

the previous page, by default

all files or

folders deleted from a hard disc, are actually
placed in a holding folder named the Recycle

Recycle
Bin

Bin.

If you open the Recycle Bin, by double-clicking its
Desktop icon, you will see that it is just a special folder.
It

lists all the files, folders, icons and shortcuts that

have been deleted since it was last emptied, as shown
below.
A Recycle Bin
Eie

Edit

go

Yam

Favorite

Help

Copy

Cut

Adders I z./

Patio

t15)
Undo

Delete

Properhes

Views

it F

g .11

'pc

Recycle Bin
This folder contains files
and folders that you
have deleted from your
computer.

To permanently remove
all items and reclaim disk

oEoPvlitMPholot
C \WINDOWS \Des

Date Deleted
15/07,3e 10

realree Zone*
Data Felons Arty

C \WINDOWS \f av

14/07/98 15 29

Shoe./
Inlay* Shxlcut

C OW1NDOWSOF.

14/137/98 15 29

Wane Shortcut

Michael Strang

C \\WINDOWS \Fav

14/07/98 15 29

Iriennet Shortcut

OLD_DATA 32

D \Pynai

13/07/91 14 AS

Fie Felder

Outlook Express

C \WINDOWS \Det
C \WINDOWS \Fav

11/07/9E 14 34
14/07/9E 15 29

Shortcut

RACHAEL KANTA

AUL I, Inielnet FR

J Tea Folder
wNS51303 SAM

DO

E \Book: \ 500 We'd

11/07/98 14 35

18/07/91 13 46
11/07/91 14 06

Internet Shortcut
Fie Folder

AmPro Document

space, click rimay

8aLyils_en.

To move all items back
to their original locations.
dick 8£a -tare All

fit* Nagels Bit

296M8 14 My Computer

Note that Windows keeps a record of the original
locations of the deleted files, so that it can restore them
if necessary.

To restore files or folders, select them, and choose
the File, Restore menu command.
To save disc space, every now and then, right -click

the Recycle Bin and select the Empty Recycle Bin
command from the displayed quick menu.
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Formatting Discs
We assume, here, that your hard disc has already
been formatted according to you manufacturer's
instructions when setting up the system. New floppy
discs must be formatted before they can be used by
your computer's operating system. A floppy disc that
has been formatted it one type of computer, can only
be used in another computer if they are compatible and
use the same operating system.

To format a floppy disc, put it into

2112p.
E44,,,

the correct disc drive, open My

Sbarext

Computer by double-clicking its
icon and right -click on the icon for
the drive. In our case, this would
be the (A:) drive. as shown to The

Formal

lett. From the displayed drop -down

Create Shortcut

menu, select the Format option,

Copy Duk
'

Notify

which opens the dialogue box
below. It only remains now to

P!operbes

choose options

in

press Start to carry out the formatting.

The Capacity drcpdown list lets you select

M=2131=1211111111Cip

the size of disc to
format. In the Format

camel 119e

r FJ

type section, the Quick

C.Py sve. tift ply

(erase) option deletes
the File Allocation Table

of a previously format ted disc. You cannot
use this on a new disc.
Full carries out a full
format,

which

this box and

r

istrl
Escy mrnrnerv.hen Innhod

r Cara rye.'" ho.

will

destroy any files on t'ie
disc (so take care). With

a floppy disc this option then scans the disc for bad
sectors. The Copy system files only option places the
system files onto an already formatted disc, so that it
can then be used as a start-up disc.
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If you want to name your disc, so that the system will
recognise it by that name (in the My Computer
windows, for example), enter the name in the Label
text box. Only 11 characters will be recognised here.
as with older versions of MS-DOS. If not click the No

Label option.
Forted Results

If you select Display
when
summary
finished a result sheet,

314 Floppy IA

1,457,664 bytes told dots space
0 bytes used by sydem Re:

like

o bytes in bad seeds

the

one

shown

here, will report on the
format operation. Click
the Close button to

1,457564 bytes aYeileble on dick
512 bytes in each <Awake, unit

continue.

2.847 tote alocabon units on dr*

If you prefer, you can

15F1-3047 send number

still

use

the

Format

command from an MSDOS window.

Copying Discs
Copying whole floppy discs is quite straightforward with
Windows 98. It is best carried out from the menu
opened when you right -click the disc drive icon from
within My Computer. Put the disc to copy into the drive
and select Copy Disk from the menu.
% Copp 11:0.4

Fin

box, similar to that
shown here. will open with
your floppy disc drives
A

listed. In our case, only

one drive type shows on
each side. If you have
more, select the drive to

Copy from and that

to

Copy to, but the discs must be of the same type. You
can't carry out this operation between different capacity
discs. When ready, click the Start button. You will be
told when to insert the destination disc, but be warned,
any files already on the disc will be lost.
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Additional Features in My Computer
Microsoft has upgraded the functionality of the My
Computer facility and added features previously only
found in the Windows Explorer. These are mainly
available in the Details view, and include:
Drive sizes and their free space, including
mapped network drives, are listed in My
Computer's contents, as shown below.
n My Computer

fb

Fall

'Pew

Rio
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Bad.
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Copy

Undo

Delete
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Ploperbes
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J ID

Local Drsik
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_J IE

Local Dtsk
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621MB

0 bytes

Removede Dek IF) Removable Dek

'9W Jogs 981G I

Soled at loin to vie.

Total Sam 1 Froe Space

1198

-

CD-ROM Dec

Puners

System Foldet

Cos -td 'sot

System Folds,

lel 1,olI It ;...vs

',yew, Fold.',

J.21

1,

'

yvt,e. F,Idel

fir My Camillo

10 obsecJI-1

Descriptions of the Control
provided.

Panel tools are

Jobs in the pint queue are listed in the Printers
folder.

Comments on other networked computers in the
Network Neigibourhood can be viewed.

Folder contents can easily be sorted by name,
size, type, and modification date, simply by clicking the column title.
Files retain their identifying icons.

In fact, as far as we can make out, there are only two
differences between the new version of My Computer
and the Windows Explorer, as we shall see next.
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Windows Explorer
Windows Explorer is the other way of manipulating
your system data. With it you can see both the
hierarchy of folders on your computer and network)
and all the files and folders in each selected folder.
This can be confusing to start with, but it is especially
useful for very quickly copying and moving files, as we
shall see. As with other system windows, the toolbar
and the View menu let you view your folder contents in
four ways, large icons, small icons, list, and detailed
list.

To open Windows Explorer from the desktop, click
the Start button, point to Programs and click Windows
Explorer, which is probably very near the
bottom of the program list, with the identifying
icon shown here. When it starts, Windows
Explorer shows a split window with the
hierarchical 'system tree' appearing on the left, and the
contents of drives and folders on the right. Your system

obviously display different contents from ours,

will

shown below, as it is bound to be structured differently.
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If you use the Views button on the tooloar to disable
the as Web Page option, you can remove the middle
pane of the above screen.
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The system tree, in the left pane, lists all the resources

of your computer, as well as those of a network you
might be connected to. Objects which are marked with
a plus sign (+), conla n sub -folders. Clicking a (+) sign,
opens it up to reveal the sub -folders oeneath.
ADesktop

- A My Computer
41 4 314 Floppy (A:)
+

-J

_?..; Removable Disk (F

1911811111111111
add-on;
cdsample
drivers
tools
+

win98

.0.1 Printers

A Control Panel
.121

are
sign

changes to a minus sign (-),
indicating that the parent fo der
can be collapsed. This is

IC.)

_J IE.)
+

When
sub -folders
displayed,
the
(+)

Dial -Up Networking

J Scheduled Tasks

+ j My Documents

shown in the example on the
where the drive 1G:)
(containing the Windows 98
CD-ROM) is expanded.
left,

The right -nand, or contents,
is
automatically

pane

displayed when you select a
folder from the tree. As with
most

Windows

98

system

windows, you can change the
format of the information
shown in the contents pane by
using

the

View commands

from the menu bar, or clicking the V ews button on the
toolbar. All the powerful right -click and properties

features described previously are supported

in

the

Windows Explorer.

To get used to the Windows Explorer, we suggest
you open it, maximise its window, set the contents
format to Details from the View menu, and then slcwly
work your way down the system tree viewing in detail
all your folders and 'files.

The other difference between the Windows Explorer

and the My Computer facility is the addition on the
latter's menu bar of tne Tools command. Clicking this
allows you to use the Find option, which is identical in
functionality to the Start, Find command.
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Copying and Moving Folders and Files:
Before selecting some files and/or folders to copy or
move, use the Views toolbar button to disable the as
Web Page option. Then, in the left pane, click the (+:
sign alongside the (C:) drive icon to open up one level
of the tree. Open the Windows folder, in the same way.
and click the Command folder to open its contents in
the right pane, as shown below.
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.

1 83MB 11:0sk bee spear 4794(3) A my 0.."*.

This folder actually contains all the MS -COS command
files, so make sure you don't delete any of them at this
stage! If you look at the status bar it will show how

many files are in the folder (ours shows 52) and how
much space they take up on the disc (1.83MB).

Now, move to the left pane in the Explorer and use
the scroll bar and, if necessary, the (+) ,cons to make
sure the destination folder, (in this case a Practice
folder on the (C:) drive), is visible in the tree. At this
stage, do NOT click any of the drive or folder names,
or else you will have to start again.
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Next, go back to the right pane and select several f les
in the list, as described earlier in the chapter (for
contiguous ones, by clicking the first one and with the

<Shift> key depressed, clicking the last; or for noncontiguous ones, by clicking them one at a time with
the <Ctrl> key continuously depressed). Oice the
panes are set up, right -drag the selected files 'rom the
right pane to the left and when the Practice Folder icon
is highlighted, release the mouse button. This opens
an option menu as shown below.
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To copy the files you simply click the Copy Here
option. If you had wanted to move them, you wculd
obviously have chosen Move Here.

We think this is the easiest and, more important for a
new user, the safest way of copying and moving f les
with the Windows Explorer, but you can also use any of
the other methods described earlier in the chapter.
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5. CONTROLLING INFORMATION
When you are usirg Windows 98 or one of

its

applications, you wil' invariably come across a
Readme.txt file which contains last minute information

not available in printed form in the User Guides.
Vendors create such text files which can be read by
either the WordPad or the Notepad Accessory. What

follows, will show ycu how to read such files, print
them, or copy them onto the Clipboard, so that you can
transfer the informaticn into another package.

Microsoft's WordPad
The updated text editor WordPad now supports new
document

.r

Jd

formats

(including

Word

97

documents). WordPad has no pagination
features, but it is a useful accessory for
writing and reading simple documents or
memos.

To access WordPad, c ick the Start bjtton, and select
Programs, Accessories, WordPad, as shown below
Acc ef..: ones
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_ACornmunicalions
_d Entertainment

..d HP LaserJet
lnternet Explorer

Lotus Applications
L_otus SmartSuite

Games

System Tools
fidcalcuiato,
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J Clipboard Viewer

Netscape Communicator

1:1 Imaging

Pegasus Mail for Win32

r'2Notepad

Quicken Deluxe 98

.DuickTrix 98

Paint

-V Quickie: exe
s* Tips and Tour

Sage
Sound Blaster AWE 6.4 Value o
StartUp
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rcIPad

o

The WordPad Window:
Clicking the WordPad accessory, displays
application window similar to the one below.

an

The top line of the WordPad window is the 'Title' bar
which contains the name of the document, and if this

bar is dragged with the mouse the window can be
moved around the screen. Also, just like any other
window, its size can be changed by dragging any of its
four sides in the required direction.
Command
button

Title bar

Maximise
Minimise

Menu bar

Close

Doc...meld WoodPad

Fie Ed Vow tr et Fsprnao H*
Dia-1;1611

I

ImI

I

Tenet New Nom

u
1

Toolbar

Cursor

Format bar

3

Ruler

Insertion point
Status bar

For Het, pets Fl

The second line of the window displays the 'Menu' bar
which allows access to the following sub menus:
File

Edit

View

Insert

Format

Help

As described in Chapter 2 - 'Starting Windows 98' - the
sub -menus are accessed either with your mouse, or by

pressing the <Alt> key followed by the underlined
letter.
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The Toolbar:
As with most Windows 98 and 95 applications
windows, the Toolbar contains a set of icon buttons
that you click to carry out some of the more common
menu functions. The actions of each icon are outlined
on the screen dump below.
Cut to clipboard
Copy to clipboard
from clipboard

New document
Open document
Nif
Save document

*i

oladul ithal
TIPrint document

Undo last action

Print preview
Find text

Add date/time

The Format Bar:
Word Pad has an extra bar of icons that are used to
more easily control the format of text in a document.
Set point size of text

Set font of text

12

'Arial

\\ \1

Bold

Italic

S t centre justification
Underline
justification
S../

slz1v101111,a111±_i *--______

I
Set colour of text

Set bullet leader
and indent to paragraph

Set left justification
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Opening a WordPad Document:
In order to illustrate this section, either type in a short
letter, or if you have the Windows 98 CD, place
it in the CD Drive and left -click the Open button
on WordPad's toolbar, shown here, which
displays the following dialogue box.
Ei

Selecting

'Text

Documents (*.txt)
in the Files of
type box, reveals

u.kir, I 4) virndows 413 If.

the readme file.
Left -clicking
Fill DIM

ketirne

FleadmetM

12D,

011,0

I.

Res al typr

displays:

MCI 13

VioldPad

Eie Ed Yew Insegt

Fwmat
_.±.1

this

file and pressing
the Open button,

8.10

l

ICounmNew

!PI' I SJ
B1,11110111-1_1111
15

Microsoft Windows 98 READHE for
Microsoft Windows
Op Copyright Microsoft Corporation, 1998

HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT

To view Readme.txt on screen in Notepad,
maximize the Notepad window.

Fa H*. pea Fi

NUM

WordPad can read six types of file formats; Word for
Windows (.doc) files, Windows Write (.wri) files, Rich
Text Format (.rtf) files, Text Document (.txt - both ANSI
and ASCII formats), Unicode Text Document (.txt) files,
and Text Document - MS-DOS Format (.txt) files.
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Moving Around a WordPad Document:
You can move the cursor around a document with the
key

normal direction keys, as well as with the
combinations shown below.

Press

To move
Left one character
Right one character
Up one line
Down one line
Left one word
Right one word
To beginning of line
To end of line
To previous paragraph
To next paragraph
Up one window
Down one window
To top of window
To bottom of window
To beginning of file
To end of file

(--17)

Ctr1+Ctr1+-4

Home
End
Ctrl+T
Ctr1+.1.

Page Up
Page Down
Ctrl+Page Up
Ctrl+Page Down
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+End

Saving to a File:
To save a document, click the Save toolbar icon,
shown here, or use the File, Save command. A
dialogue box appears on the screen, as shown

below, with the cursor in the File name field
box waiting for you to type a name. You can
select a drive
17E1
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There are five formatting choices in the Save as type
box when you first save a WordPad document. These
are: (i) Word for Windows 6 which can then be read by
the latest version of Word for Windows, (ii) Rich Text
Format

(.rtf)

which

retains

most

of

its

text

enhancements and can be imported into many other
applications, (iii) Text Document which is a Windows
ANSI file to be used if your document is a program or
you intend to telecommunicate it, (iv) Text - MS-DOS

format which is an unformatted ASCII file, and (v)
Unicode Text Format which is another type of text file.

To save your document in the future wit9 a different
name use the File, Save As menu command.

Document Editing
For small deletions, such as letters or words, the

easiest way is to use the <Delete> or <BkSp> keys.
With the <Delete> key, position the cursor on the first
letter you want to remove and press <Delete>; the

letter is deleted and the following text moves one

space to the left. With the <BkSp> key, position the
cursor immediately to the right of the character to be
deleted and press <BkSp>; the cursor moves one
space to the left pulling the rest of the line with it and
overwriting the character to be deleted. Note that the
difference between the two is that with <Delete> the
cursor does not move at all.

Text editing is usually carried out in the insert mode.

Any characters typed will be inserted at the cursor
location and the following text will be pushed to the
right, and down. Pressing the <Insert> key will change

to Overstrike mode, which causes entered text to
overwrite any existing text at the cursor.

When larger scale editing is needed, use the Cut,
Copy and Paste operations; the text to be altered must
be 'selected' before the operation can be carried out.

These functions are then available when the Edit
sub -menu is activated, or Toolbar icons are used.
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Selecting Text:
The procedure

in WordPad, as in all Windows
applications, is that before any operation such as

formatting or editing can be carried out on text, you
first select the text to be altered. Selected text is

highlighted on the screen. This can be carried out in
several ways:
a.

Using the keyboard; position the cursor on the

first character to be selected, hold dcwn the
<Shift> key wile using the direction keys to
highlight the required text, then release the
<Shifb key. Navigational key combinations can
also be used with the <Shift> key to highlight
blocks of text.

b. With the mouse; click the left mouse button at
the beginning of the block and drag the cursor

across the b ock so that the desired text

is

highlighted, tten release the mouse button. To
select a word, double-click in t-ie word, to select
a larger block place the cursor at the beginn ng
of the block, and with the <Shift> key depressed,

move the mouse pointer to the end of the
desired block, and click the left mouse bt..tton.

Using the 'selection area' and a mouse; place
the mouse pointer in the left margin area of :he
WordPad window where it changes to a right
slanting arrow, and click the 'eft mouse buton
once to select the current line, twice to select :he

current paragraph, or three times to select :he
whole document.

Try out all these me:hods and find out the one you are
most comfortable with.
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Copying Blocks of Text:
Once text has been selected

it

can be copied to

another location in your present document, to another
WordPad document,
or to another Windows
application. As with most of the editing and formatting
operations there are many ways of doing this.

The first
1421

le,

is

by using the Edit, Copy command

sequence from the menu, or clicking the Copy
Toolbar icon, moving the cursor to the start of
where you want the copied text, and using the

Edit, Paste command, or clicking the Paste
icon. Another method uses the quick key

combinations, <Ctrl+C> to copy and <Ctrl+V>
to paste.

To copy the same text again to another location in
the document, move the cursor to the new location and
paste it there with either of the above methcds.

Drag and Drop - Maybe the easiest way to copy
selected text, or an object such as a graphic, is to drag

it with the left mouse button and the <Ctr:> key both
depressed and to release the mouse button when the
vertical line that follows the pointer is at the required
destination.

As you get used to Windows 98 application packages
you will be able to decide which of these methods is
best for you.

Moving Blocks of Text:
Selected text can also be moved, in which case it is
deleted in its original location. Use the Edit, Cut,
command, or the <Ctrl+X> keyboard shortcut, or click
the Cut icon, move the cursor to the required

j..iC

new location and then use the Edit, Paste

command, <Ctrl+V>, or click the Paste icon.
The moved text will be placed at the cursor
location and will force any existing text to make room
for it. This operation
pressing <Esc>.

can be cancelled by simply
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Drag and Drop - Selected text, or an object such as a

graphic, can be moved by dragging it with .he left
mouse button depressed and releasing the button
when the vertical line that follows the mouse pointer is
at the required destination.

Deleting Blocks of Text:
When text is deleted it is removed frcm the document.

With WordPad any selected text can be deleted by
pressing Edit, Cut, or by simply pressing the <Delete>
key. However, using Edit, Cut places the text on tne

Windows clipboard and allows you to use the Edit,
Paste command, wrile using the <Delete> key, does
not.

The Undo Command:
As text is lost with the delete commard you should use
it with caution, but if you do make a mistake all
is not lost as long as you act immediately. The
Edit, Undo command, or Toolbar button,
le-)
reverses your most recent action, so you need
to use it before carrying out any further
operations. The quick key for this command is
<Ctrl+Z>.

Finding and Changing Text:
WordPad allows you to search for specified text, or
character combinations. In the 'Find' mode it will
highlight each occurrence in turn so that you can carry

out some action on

it.

In

the 'Replace' mode you

specify what replacement is to be carried out.

For example, in a long memo you may decide to
replace every occurrence of the word 'programme' with
the word 'program'. This is very easy to do. First go to
the beginning of the document, as searches operate in

a forward direction, then choose the Edit, Replace
command from WordPad's menu bar to open a
dialogue box, like the one shown overleaf.
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You type what you want to search for in the Find what
box. You can then specify whether you want to Match
whole word only, and whether to Match case, (upper
or lower case) by check -marking the appropriate
boxes. Type the replacement word in the Replace with
box, and then make a selection from one of the four
buttons provided. Selecting Replace requires you to
manually confirm each replacement, whilst selecting
Replace All will replace all occurrences of the word
automatically.

Formatting your Work
When working with text files you cannot 'ormat your
documents, but in Word for Windows, or RTF modes,
you can. Such formatting can involve the appearance
of individual characters or words, and the indentation,
addition of bullet leaders and the alignment of
paragraphs. These functions are carried out in
WordPad from the Format menu options or from the
Format bar.

As an example of some of the formatting options, we

have carried out a few changes to the Readme

document opened earlier. First, we removed the dotted
line above and below the title. We then highlighted the
three title lines, and changed their point size to 16 and
emboldened by clicking format bar options.
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The date was then added below the title by
clicking the Date/Time icon on the Toolbar and
choosing the date format required.

The two main paragraphs were then selected and tie
Bullet icon clicked on the Format bar. This indented tie
paragraphs and gave them bullet leaders.

If

whole
the
document was selected
Finally,

and its

font changed

from Courier New to
Arial y selecting tie
font type from tie

It Arial Black (Bak)
It Anal Black (Central E urrTiieani
'Er And Black (Cyrillic)

lt And Black (Greek)
lt And Black IT urkishl
Ai Arial Black (Western)

drop -down list shown to
the left. The resulting

'It

formatted document is

'11,

Arial Condensed Bold (Turkish)
Anal Condensed Bad (Western)

0 Headme tat

shown below.
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To view Readme t et on screen in Notepad maximize the Notepad window
To pant Readme txt, open rt in Notepad or another word processor, and then on the
File menu, click Pont
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Try these features out for yourself. They are qt_ite
powerful.
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The Ruler:
The Ruler, at the top of the text area of the WordPad
window, lets you set and see Tab points for your text,

or visually change the left and right margins, (the
empty space to the left and right of the text area) of
your document.

Setting your own tabs is easy by clicking within the

ruler where you want to set the tab. Tabs can be
moved within the ruler by dragging them with the
mouse to a new position, or removed by simply
dragging them off the ruler. Default tab settings do not
show on the ruler, but custom tabs do.

Printing Documents
As long as your printer has been properly installed and
configured, as described at the beginning of Chapter 6,
you should have no problems printing your document
from the WordPad application.

Setting up your Page:
Before attempting to print, make sure that WordPad is

set to the same page size as the paper you plan to
use. To do this, use the
File, Page Setup menu

command to open the
dialogue box to the left.
From

here

you

can

control the paper Size
and Source, the size of
all your Margins around
the edge of your sheet,

Pape

s.

and the Orientation of
the paper. The Printer
button lets you select

Mrdertakes1

eolteen

p4

between

different

printers, and set their

7A-1

properties.
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Print Preview:
Before actually committing yourself and printing your
document to paper, it is always best to look at a
Preview on the screen. This can save both your paper
and printer toner or cartridge bills.

To preview the current document and settings, either
click the Print Preview icon on the Toolbar, or
use the File, Print Preview menu command to
display the following screen.
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The preview screen, shown above, is the only place in
WordPad that you can actually see your document's

pagination, and ther you have no control over it! A
dreadful omission, but perhaps intentional, to make
sure everyone buys Word for Windows instead!
To zoom in on the document, just click the pointer on

it, or use the Zoom In button. If your document has
several pages you can select a Two Page view of it.
When you are happy your document is perfect, press
the Print button.
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Using the Clipboard
In Windows 98, you have access to the Clipboard utility
which is a temporary storage location for

information you want to cut or copy. This
information can be viewed using the Clipboard
viewer, the icon of which is shown here.

We have already used the Clipboard when using the

Cut and Paste features found in WordPad, and in
most other Windows programs. Apart from cutting,
copying

pasting

and

operations

in

Windows

applications, you can also use the Clipboard to copy
the contents of an application's window, or to copy
Windows graphics images, so that you can transfer
such information to other applications. Mere are two
ways of copying information:

Press the <Print Screen> key to copy onto the

Clipboard the contents of a whole Windows

screen, even if that screen is a DOS application.
Press the <Alt+Print Screen> key combination to

copy onto the Clipboard the contents of the
current open window, or dialogue box.

To illustrate these techniques follow the step-by-step
instructions given below.

To Copy a Full Windows Screen:
Close all running applications and double-click
the My Computer icon on the desktop.

Move the My Computer displayed dialogue box
to the top left corner of the screen so that it does
not obscure any icons on the desktop.

Press the <Print Screen> key, then click the

Start

button

and

select

Programs,

Accessories, and click the Clipboard Viewer

icon. The following, or something like it, will be
displayed:
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To Copy the Contents of a Current Open Window:
Close all running applications and double-click
the My Compu7er icon on the desktop.

Press the <Alt+Print Screen> key, then click the
select
Programs,
and
button
Start

Accessories, and click the Clipboard Viewer
option to display the current window only.

To copy a DOS screen:
Close all running applications, click the
Start button aqd select Programs,
Accessories, and click the DOS
Prompt option, the icon of which is
shown here.
DOS applicatiors can run in a window or in full
screen. You can switch from one to the other by
pressing <Alt+Enter>. Then cortinue as above.

The contents of the Clipboard can be saved in a file
(with the .CLP extension). The Clipboard's Menu bar
supports the usual options, which are self-explanatory.
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The Windows Paint Program
Paint is a 32 -bit Windows application, first introduced
with Windows 95 and improved with Windows 98. You
can use Paint to create, view and edit, simple
or complicated graphics.
Paint is an OLE (Object Linking and
Embedding) program, and allows the

creation of OLE object information that can
be embedded or linked into other documents, as we
shall see at the end of the chapter. The Windows 98
Paint version can now read and write an increased
number of file formats, namely, bitmap (.bmp) files,
JPEG filter (.jpg & .jpeg) files, and gif (.gif) files.

Starting Paint:
To start Paint, use the Start, Programs command,
select Accessories from the cascade menu and click
the Paint entry. The following 'untitled - Paint' opening
window will be displayed.
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/

Size

The window is dividec into a 'drawing' area (the default
size of which depends on your video display),
surrounded by the Meru bar at the top, the Palette at
the bottom, the Options box at the bottom -left corner,
with the Toolbox above it.

The Paint Toolbox:
The drawing area is where you create your drawings
with the help of varicus tools from the Toolbox. No
that the pencil tool is always selected when you start
Paint, and that the furction of a Toolbox icon is f agged
when you move the mouse pointer over it.

To select a tool, simply point to it and click. Several
of them have extra functions you can also select in the
Options area. Some tools can work with either of the
current foreground or background colours - dragging
the tool with the left mcuse button uses the foreground
colour and with the richt one the background colour.
More detail of the Toolbox functions is listed below.
Tool
Free Form select

ri

I.

Function
Used to cut out an irregular shaped area of a picture, with
either an opaque or transparent background, which can

then be dragged to another
part of the drawing, or manipulated using the Edit menu
commands.

Rectangle select

Used to cut cut a rectangular shaped area of a picture, with
either an opaque or transpar-

ent background, which can
then be dragged to another
part of the drawing, or manipulated using the Edit menu
commands.
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Eraser

0

Used to change the selected
foreground colours under the
eraser icon to a background
colour,

or

automatically

change every occurrence of
one colour in the drawing area
to another.
Colour fill

Used to

fill

in

any closed

shape or area witq the current
foreground or background
colour.

Pick colour
idP

Magnifier

Used to set the foreground or
background colour to that at
the pointer.

Used to zoom the image to
different

Qs

magnifications.

Choose from 1 x, 2x, 6x or 8x
magnification in the options
area.

Pencil

Used to draw free -hand lines
in

either the foreground or

background colow.
Brush

Used to draw free -hand lines

with a selection of tools and
line thickness st-own in the
options area.
Airbrush

Used to produce one of three
available circular sprays in the
foreground or background colours.

Text

A

Used to add text of different
fonts, sizes and attributes in
the current foreground colour,
with either an opaque or
transparent background.
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Used to draw straight lines be-

Line

tween two points in the curor
foreground
background colours and drawing width.
rent\

Used to draw curved lines in
the current cclours and draw-

Curve

ing width.

Rectangle

Used to draw hollow and filled
rectangles or squares (<Shifit>
key depressed), in the current
colours and drawing width.

Polygon

Used to draw hollow and filled

triangles and other polygon

shapes, in the current colours
and drawing width.
Used to draw hollow and filled
Ellipse
ellipses or circles (<Shifb key
CD
depressed), in the current
colours and drawing width.
Rounded Rectangle Used to draw hollow and filled
rectangles or squares (<Shif-t>
key depressed), with rounded
corners, in the current colours
and drawing width.

0

Choices in Options Box
lx

O.;

2x

D

6x

10:

8x

Opaque or
transparent
background

Eraser
sizes

A

ofk

41/4

Brush
types

11/4

Line

Zoom
factors

Airbrush
types
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thickness

Shape
fi

I

options

Preparing for a Drawing
Before you start drawing, you may need to set the size
of the image you

want. To do this, use
the Image, Attributes
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menu command to
open the dialogue box
shown here.
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Cop.
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Height settings

for a new image are
given in Pixels. If you
need a specific image
size when it is printed
to

paper,

you

can

work in Inches or Cm. Lastly in this box, you can set
whether to work in colour or in black and white.
Clicking the Default button will make your new settings
the default for any new working sessions.

Selecting Working Colours:
The current background and foreground colour settings
are always shown in the two squares to the left of the
palette, as shown here.
-1111aarlill1110177-1-1-1Background colour
Foreground colour

T0 select a new back ground colour, point to the
colour in the Palette and

click the right mouse
button. If you now select
the File, New command, Paint will open a new
document with the selected background colour.

Alternatively you could 'flood' the existing background
by selecting the Colour fill icon and right -clicking it on
the background of the drawing area.
To select a different foreground colour to be used
with any of the drawing tools in the Toolbox, left -click
the colour in the Palette.
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Entering Text in a Drawing:
If you intend to enter -ext within a drawing, carry out
the following steps:

Select the foreground colour for the text.

Select the Text tool from the Toolbox.

Select opaque or transparent ''rom the options
box.

Click the pointer on the working area to open the
text box, drag it to the correct size and type the
text.

Open the text toolbar with the View, Text
Toolbar menu command.
Select the font, point size or other style you want
to use from the text toolbar, as shown below.
1111111111111111111111N111111111111111111=111111111111111114
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This is where you enter text

When you are happy with the text, click outside
the text box to fix' it in the draw ng and close the
toolbar.

While the text toolbar is open you can change any of
its options, or use the palette, and see the entered text
change straight away.

In the future, as long as the Text Toolbar option is

ticked in the View menu, the toolbar will
whenever you start to enter text.
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Using the Paint Tools
Most of the other tools in Paint's Toolbox are quite
easy and straightforward to use. To select a tool, point
to it and click the left mouse button which depresses its
icon in the Toolbox. To use them, you move the pointer
to a suitable position within the drawing area and drag
the tool around to accomplish the required task.
With most of the Toolbox options. dragging with the
left mouse button uses the active foreground colour,
and with the right button the active background colour.
Releasing the mouse button stops the action being
performed. If you make a mistake, you can select the
Edit, Undo command from the menu bar up to three
times, to cancel the last three actions you carried out.

To complete this discussion, we need to describe
how to use the 'Curve', and 'Polygon' tools which differ
slightly from the rest. For example:

To draw a curve, first click the Curve toolbar icon,
choose a line thickness in the options box, left -click the
pointer in the required starting position within the

drawing area, then press the left mouse button to

anchor the beginning of the curve and move the mouse
to the required end of the eventual curve and release
it. A 'flexible' line in the current foreground colour will

be produced between the two points. Next, click the
mouse buttons away from the line and drag it around
the window, which causes the line to curve as you
move the pointer. When you are happy with the
produced curvature. release the mouse button.

To draw a polygon, place the Polygon pointer in the
required starting point in the drawing area, left -click
and drag the mouse to the required end of the first side
of the polygon and release it. A line in the foreground
colour is produced between the two points. Next,
continue adding sides to the polygon in this way until
you complete it, at which point you should double-click
the mouse button.
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Embedding a Graphic into WordPad:
Embedding a graphic into WordPad is similar to
copying, but with the mportant advantage that you can
actually edit an embedded object from within WordPai.
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What has happened here is that the
graphic has been
embedded in the
WordPad document.
If you double-click it,
WordPad
the

window will change

to a Paint window.
You can then edit
the image without
leaving
WordPad,

and clicking outside
the image will bring WordPad's features back.

The Display as Icon option in the Insert Object

dialogue box, embeds an icon

in

the destination

document. Not much help in our example, but useful
for embedding speech or movie clips in a document.
Double-clicking the icon would then play the sound, or
movie.

Linking a Graphic into WordPad:
Linking, the other main OLE feature, links files
dynamically so that information held in one file is
automatically updated when the information

in

the

other file changes.

To link our graphic to WordPad, select the Link
option in the Insert Object dialogue box before clicking
the OK button. When you double-click a linked image,

is opened into a separate Paint window. Any
changes made are saved in this file as well as being
its file

reflected in the document.

These are very clever features that can save a lot of
time with full Windows applications. What we have

covered here should be a good grounding for the
future. You must try these features for yourself, the
time will be well spent.
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The Notepad
Notepad is a 32 -bit application, with long filename
support, and has had a major change - it now supports
different fonts and their modifications (bold, underline,

italic). Notepad is a text editor which you can use to
write short notes, or create and edit batch files. Y DU
can use Notepad to read and edit text files such as tie
various text (.txt) files supplied with Windows.
To see Notepad in operation, click its entry in the
Accessories group of programs in the Start menu, then
select the File, Open command and look in tie
Windows folder of the drive it was installed on,
probably (C:). There should be several text files there.
Double-clicking at the filename Support.txt, displays:
!7iSuppottIM

Ee

ice

INC113-\

Notepad

Iwo* H%

Microsoft Windows 98 README for Support
April 1998

(c) Copyright Microsoft Corporation, 1998

HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT

To view Support.txt on -screen in Notepad, maximize
the Notepad window.

To print Support.txt, open it in Notepad or another
word processor, and then on the File menu, click Print.

I

CONTENTS
41

It is worth reading this file, particularly if you would like

to know how to get support from Microsoft on any
aspects of running Windows 98.
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Notepad's Edit Features:
Although Notepad is not as powerful as WordPad, it
has some interesting features, such as the ability to
turn on word wrap which causes words that will not fit
within its page margins to be placed on the next line
automatically. You can turn word wrap on by selecting

the Edit, Word Wrap command. Another Notepad
feature is the Select All option from the Edit menu
which allows you to highlight a whole document at a
stroke in order to, say, copy it onto the Clipboard.

To change the font of a selected text, use the Edit,
Set Font command to display the following screen:
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From here you can also change the font size and the
font modifications.

Notepad supports the usual edit features which are
useful when working with files, such as cut, copy,
paste, and delete, all of which are options of the Edit
menu. You can even use Notepad to search and find
text, by selecting the Search, Find command. Once
the text is
occurrence.

found,

pressing
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6. CONTROLLING YOUR SYSTEM
Controlling Printers
When you upgraced to Windows 98 your prirters
should have been installed automatically. If not you
would have been stepped throug -1 the Add Printer
Wizard, described later.

Nearly 1,000 different printers are supported by
Windows 98 so, hopefully. you shouldn't have
too much trouble getting yours to work. The
printer and printing functions are included in a
single

Printers

folder, which you :an open
by double-clicking the icon,
shown to the left, n the My

fie

Computer
window.
Our
Printers folder, shown to the
right,
has
five
printers
available for use, and an
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and managing all your print
jobs.

Edit

Addess I

Add Printer icon. Th s folder
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new
printers,
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Windows 98, ji.st like
Windows 95, supports the following printer set-up
methods:
Plug

and

Play

printers

are

automatically

detected at installation time. or during the boot
up process. You will be prompted for the
necessary driver files if they are not alreaay in
the Windows directory, these should be supplied
with a new P ug-and Play printer.

Point and Print printing enables you to quickly
connect to, and use, printers shared on some
other networked PCs.
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For other situations, the Add Printer Wizard
you through the printer installation
process, whether the new printer is connected to
your PC, or on a network.

steps

Installing an additional printer (not connected to your
system, but available to you, say, at work) allows you
to use the additional fonts available to tt-is printer (we
will discuss fonts shortly). Below we will step through

the procedure of installing such a printer to your
system.

To start installation, double-click the Add Printer
icon in the Printers window, shown on the previous
page. This opens the Add Printers Wizard, which really
makes the installation procedure very easy indeed. As
with all Wizards, you progress from screen to screen
by clicking the Next button.

Having selected the desired printer on the second
Add Printer Wizard screen, choose FILE: as the port
you want to use with this printer on the third screen.
Documents prepared with this printer selection, can
then be printed to file on a 31/2" floppy disc, and later
printed out on the selected printer (even if it is not
connected to your computer and does not itself have
access to the particular application you are using).

Later you can copy that file to the selected printer

from its attached PC by issuing the simple DOS
command
COPY A: AFi1Lrnamcc LPT1 :

The /B switch

in

this command tells the printer to

expect a binary file (with embedded printer codes).

Note that the PC which is connected to the additional
printer does not even have to operate under Windows
98 for you to print your work, as the command is given

at the DOS prompt. If the PC does operate under
Windows 98, you will need to click the Start button,
select Run, and issue the COPY command in the
opened window.
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Configuring your Printer:
All configuration for a printer is consolidated onto a
tabbed property sheet that is accessed from its icon in
the Printers folder. Right -clicking a printer icon opens

the object menu, shown on the
left, which gives control of the
printer's operation. If you click
the Properties option, the sheet
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make it the default
printer, by selecting Set as Default from its object (or
right -click) menu. This saves continually having to
select that printer from within your applications.

Once you have installed and conf gured your printers
all your
application programs to use. If Windows is happy with

in Windows they are then available for

your printer set-up, all its applications should be as
well. Just make sure that the correct printer is selected
by the program, which is usually one of the program's
File menu options.
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Managing Print Jobs:
If you want to find out what exactly is happening while

a document or documents are being sent to your
printer, double-click the printer icon, to
window.

open

its

dr HP Lased& 5/5M Standard
Bider Qocurnent yew Help
Document Name

I Sti
Pnneng

I Owner

I PlOget:

Noel

0 byte

I Stertednt
Ir+14

1 lobs m queue

As shown above, this displays detailed information
about the contents of any work actually being printed,

or of print jobs that are waiting in the queue. This
includes the name of the document, its status and
'owner', when it was added to the print queue, the
printing progress and when printing was s..arted.

You can control the printing operation from the
Printer and Document menu options of this window,
or from the right -click object menu of a particular
printer's icon. Selecting Pause Printing will stop the
operation until you make the same selection again. It is

a toggle menu option. The Purge Print Jobs option
will remove all, or selected, print jobs from the print
queue.

Controlling Fonts
Windows 98 uses a Font Manager program to control
the installed fonts on your system. You can use the
Font Manager to install new fonts, view examples of
existing fonts, and delete fonts.
To open the Font Manager, click the Start button then

select Settings, and click the Control Panel menu
option to reveal the Control Panel window, as follows:
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Next, double-click the Fonts icon to display tie Fonts
window, shown on the left below. To control what you

see on tie Fonts window,

View to display the
drop -down menu, shown on
click

the right
Lints

]Best of the t -At',

below. We rave

chosen Status Bar, List and
Hide Variations.

_"s] Albertus Extra Bold

_2] Albertus Medium

j Antique Olive
L'it] Anal

_I] Anal Black
.11 Anal Condensed Bold

A. Anal Narrow
E:askerville

Ltr] Beesknees ITC
B inner Gothic

It] Bodoni Black

4l

I

108 font(s) (plus 87 hidden)

Toolbars

Status Bar
Explorer B.Y

Large Icons

List
List Fonts By Similarity
Details

Hide Variations (Bold, Italic etc )
Refresh

Folder Option:
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To see an example of any of

the listed fonts,

double-click its icon in the Fonts window. Below we
show the Times New Roman (TrueType) font in four
different sizes.
CI Times New Roman (TrueType)

Pi PI 13

Times New Roman (TrueType)

---

Typeface name. Times New Roman
File size: 91 KB
Version: Version 2.45
Typeface © The Monotype Corporation plc. Data © The Monotype Co

abcdefghijklinnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEF GFELJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

-

1234567890.:,;("9?')
12

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 1234567890

18

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy

24

The quick brown fox jumps ove

36

The quick brown fox.4

You might find it interesting to know, that the Symbol
font contains an abundance of Greek letters, while the
Wingdings Font contains special graphic objects, as
shown below:

ScillTha11V'Y)D=Xer8600NODOE1EICIX
eltkbcre'a-40, 006*^AFb1

0

..91+443:1C.

afing811jeYtailMSDRE90.21itX2,407,e58©

We will explain shortly how such characters can be
inserted into a document.
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Installs fonts on your compL

New fonts can be installed by
selecting the File, Install New
Font menu command in the
Fonts window, shown rere. This

opens the Add Fonts dialogue
box in which you have to specify
the disc, folder and file in which
the font you want to install
resides.
be
Unwanted fonts can
removed by first highlighting

them in the Fonts window, -hen
the
File,
Delete
using
command. A warning dialogue
box is displayed.

Some Font Basics: Font sizes are measured

in

'points' (a point being, approximately 1/72 of an ir ch),

which determine the height of a character. There is
another unit of character
'pitch' which is the number of characters that can fit
horizontally in one inch.

The spacing of a lont is either 'fixed' (monospaced)
or 'proportional'. With fixed spacing, each character
takes up exactly tt-e same space, while proportionally
spaced characters take up different spacing (an 'i' or a
't'

take up less space than a 'u' or a 'w'). Thus the

length of proportiorally spaced text can vary depending
on which letters it contains. However, numerals take up

the same amount of space whether they have been
specified as fixed or proportional.

Windows makes available several 'TrueType' fonts
which can be usec by Windows applications, such as
word processors. TrueType fonts are scaleable to any
point size and look exactly the same on the screei as
they do when printed.
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Controlling Characters
A useful feature in Windows is the Character Map,

shown open below. This should be ound

in

the

Programs, Accessories menu.
I
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You use this facility from an application, such as a
word processor, when you need a special character,
such as the 'copyright' sign ((f: above, to be included in
your document.

To copy a special character, not found on your

keyboard, into your document, open the Character

Map, select the Font, and look for that character. With
high resolution monitors the characters are a little on

the small side, so the one immediately under the
pointer is automatically enlarged when the left mouse
button is depressed, as shown above.

When you find the character you want, click the

Select button, which places it in the Characters to
copy box. When you have all you want in this box,
clicking the Copy button will copy :hem to the
clipboard. Now, return to your application, make sure
the insertion point is in the correct position and paste
the characters there.
If you are observant, you may have noticed the
message Keystroke: Shift+Ctrl+Alt+O in the bottom
right hand corner of the above window. This is the

keyboard code of the highlighted character.
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Adding Hardware to your System
Prior to Windows 95, it was difficult to add new
hardware to your PC, particularly if you did not
understand how a PC works. Both Windows 95 and 98

automate this process by including a set of software
standards for controlling suitably designed hardware
devices.

Plug -and -Play. Windows 95 was the first PC operating

system to support what is known as Plug -and -Play
compatible devices. Adding such hardware devices to
your system is extremely easy, as Windows takes
charge and automatically controls all its settings so that
it fits in with the rest of the system. So, when you buy

new hardware, make sure that

it

is Plug -and -Play

compatible.

Add New Hardware Wizard If you are not lucky and
your new hardware s not Plug -and -Play compatible all

is not lost, as there is a very powerful Wizard to step
you through the process of installing new hardware. Fit
the new hardware before you run the Wizard, as it is
just possible that Windows will reccgnise the change
and be able to carry out the configuration itself.
If

the new hardware is not recognised, start the

Wizard by double-cl cKing the Add New Hardware icon
in the Control Panel, and follow the
instructions. Make sure you have no
applications running, and allow the Wizard

to search your system for anything new.

Add New
Hardware

This can lake several minutes to complete,

with a progress bar showing how things
are going. Eventually you should be given

a

list

of

any new hardware additions Mat are

recognised. If the search procedure dies on you, you
will have to re -start your PC and try the manual option,
as per manufacturer's instructions.
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Adding Software to your PC
Installing Windows applications is very easy with
Windows 98. Place the first disc, or the CD-ROM, with

the software on it in its drive, double-click the Add/
Remove Programs icon in the Control
Panel and select Install from the
Install/Uninstall tabbed sheet, shown here.
The disc drives will be searched and you

.

1.4dd/A
Prcqrarn:

will be asked to confirm what you want
installed.
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The Uninstall option only works for programs on your
system that were specially written for Windows 95 or

Windows 98 and are listed at the bottom of the
dialogue box. This uninstall procedure removes all
trace of the selected program from your hard disc.

However, with non -Windows 95 programs, you will be
left with
system.

the usual application set-up files on your
98

Adding/Removing Windows Features
The Windows Setup tab of the Add/Remove Programs
Properties sheet allows you to install, or remove,
Windows components at any time. If you do not have a
described feature on your system it may not have been

installed. To install such features, open the sheet,
shown to the left below, highlight the group that you
think will contain them and click the Details button.
This will list the components of the chosen group.
shown to the right below. Clicking the box to the lef: of
an item name will install the selected component. while
any items with their ticks removed, will be un-installed.
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It is easy to use 11J too much hard disc space with
Windows 98 features, so keep your eye on the Space
required section. YJU will need to have the CD-ROM
or original system drsos available, and when you have

made the selections you want, keep clicking OK to
carry out your changes.
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Checking your Regional Settings
Most Windows application programs use Windows
settings to determine how they display and handle,
time, date, language, numbers, and currency. It is
important that you ensure your system was correctly
set-up during the installation process.

1

Use the Start. Settings, Control Panel
command, then double-click the Regional
Settings icon, shown here, to open the
Properties sheet shown below.

Make sure your
country setting is

nJon., 54bng. I Ntnter I Carew,/ I Two I Date
Mem pogems rucpert onienlabonal seeing< Chanorq tfie Reponal
Sarhys enect: ire way these impart* de:pdv end :Id Ades
currency, and 'unbolt.

correct, if not,
change
it
by
clicking the down

arrow to the right
of the drop -down
list and select the
most appropriate
country. You will
have

restart
before
any
changes
become effective.
to

Windows

Before leaving
the
Properties

sheet, work your
way through the
tabbed pages and make sure the selections are as you
want them. If, in the future, you start getting '$' signs,
instead of 'E' signs, or commas in numbers where you
would expect periods, check your regional settings.
From this dialogue box you can also change the time
and date of your computer's clock. The clock settings

can also be reached by double-clicking the clock

displayed at the bottom right corner of the Windows
screen.
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Changing the Taskbar Menus
The Taskbar menu system, as we saw in aq earlier
chapter, is set up originally when Windows 98 is
installed, the Start menu being standard, but the
Programs cascade menus being based on any
previous Windows set-up you had on your computer.
Once you are a little familiar with Windows, we are
sure you will want to tailor these menus to your own
preferences.

Adding to the Start Menu:
It is very easy to add extra programs to the top of the
Start menu. This can be useful, as this menu opens
with one click of the Start button which gives very rapid
access to its contents.

To do

(a

Ir

--I
44.N

_J

_J

Accessories

_J

.-

b.*

In.
1

11%0

ift.11

can

this, you
simply drag

the program icon,
or a shortcut to it,
the Start
onto
button itself. For
example, to add

41.

the Windows text
editor WordPad to
the Start menu,
the
My
Computer facility
the
open
to
use

Program Files Folder, then the Accessories folder as
shown above. Next find the WordPad icon and drag it
with the left mouse button depressed. When you drag
a single icon like this the drag pointer changes as you
move round the screen, to indicate what will happen if

you release the mouse button at that location. As
shown above, the pointer is overt the desktop and
the small black arrow " in its bottom right corner shows
that a shortcut wouli be produced.
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Wordpad exe

10Windov4s Update
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4-

I

Favorites

Documents

Over some desktop features
the arrow changes to a plus
sign '+' showing that the file
would be copied there. Drag
the icon slowly over the
Start button. It will first seem
to go under the button, then
it will change to a 'No entry'

'0' when over the
Taskbar borcer, but will
finally show the shortcut
sign

arrow. At that point, release
ifr;, Settings
_1/41 Find

OP Help
gun...

rn
Log Off...

Ajj S hIrt Down

costs
Toolbars

Cascade Windows
Tile Windows Horizontally
Tile Windows Vertically
Minimize All Windows
Undo Minimize All
Properties

mouse button. Your
Start menu should now have
an extra option at the top, as
shown here.
the

Within reason,

you can

add as many extra items to
the Start menu as you like
and they will sort themselves
in alphabetical order.
The Taskbar Properties
sheet lets you both add and

remove items to and from
the Start and the Programs
menu. To open this sheet,
you select Properties from
the Taskbar right -click menu

shown here, which displays
the
Taskbar
Properties
dialogue box shown on the
next page.

Clicking the Add button

steps you, in a 'Wizard like'
way, through the process of

creating a shortcut to the
program you want, and adding it to the required menu
position. The Remove button lets you choose a menu
item and then deletes it from the menu system.
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T askbai Properties
Star Menu Programs

Ta.kbar Options

Customize Start menu

You cal u..istomize your Start menu by
adding or removing items from it

- a

flemove
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I

.

Advanced...

I

Documents menu

e:11

Click the Clear button to remove the
contents c the Documents menu and
other personal history lists

Cia

Oh:

Finally.

the

Cancel

I

Advanced

button

I

I

can

be

used

to

manipulate the merus in an Explorer window, as
shown below. If you are happy using the Windows
Explorer, this is by far the quickest way to customise
your menus. This method is possible because these

menus depend on the contents of the Start Menu
sub -folder of the Windows folder. Menu items are
stored here as shortcuts and you Can add or delete
them as you want.
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Controlling Multimedia
Windows 98 has a multitude of 'hidden' features built
into it to improve the PC's multimedia performance
which is simply the ability to play sound and images
(both still and moving) through a computer, usually
from a CD-ROM disc. These new multimedia features

lead to a big improvement in both video and audio
speed, quality and ease of use. As software developers
bring out new programs to make use of tgese features,
we should see a transformation in this field.

Whether all the features described in the next few
pages work on your PC will depend on your system.

Most of them require at least a CD-ROM player, a
sound card and speakers, to be fitted and correctly set
up.

Games:
We will not spend long on this topic, but many people
only seem to have a PC to use it for playing games!

Our version of Windows 98 placed the four games
which existed in our previous version of Windows in the

Games folder, under the Accessories group. These
are: Freecell - a Patience based game, Solitaire designed to help with mouse skills, Minesweeper, and
Hearts. All of these games come with quite good Help
sections and we will leave it to you to explore them if
you want.

Media Player:
The Media Player, with the other
features we will discuss, is found
from the Start menu by selecting
Programs, Accessories and then
Entertainment. The Media Player

ActiveMovie Control
-.9CD Player
:1,7::) Interactive CD Sampler

Media Player

is

one of the options on the
cascade menu, shown to the

Sound Recorder

right.

Volume Control
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Trial Programs

Next, use the File, Open command on the displayed
Media Player dialogue box and select a file from
the Media folder (to be found within the Windows
folder). Pressing the Play button, shown here,
starts playing the selected file.
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As shown above, you must first select a type of file to
play, from the Device menu.
To copy a multimedia file into a document is easy.

Open the file from the Media Player, open the Edit
menu, make your Selection, then specify any Options
you want, then finally use the Copy Object command.
Next, open the document you want to copy the file
to, click the cursor
where you want it
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Mew Pppeerr earEnter

ing the file.
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If

you have the Windows 98 CD-ROM, try

the

Interactive CD Sampler option. If you don't want to
lose

valuable

hard

disc

space,

elect

to

install

'temporary files only'. Soon, files will De temporarily
copied and fun pictures and music will start, ending
with the screen shown below.
Where do you want to

From this screen, you can select to see further
information on 'working', 'playing', 'living' and 'learning'
by left -clicking one of the options.

CD-ROM Player:
Those of you that like to have music while you work,
should love the CD-ROM player packaged
with Windows 98.

To run it, select CD Player from the
- Entertainment sub -group of the Start menu.
This is a must for a Shortcut on tl-e desktop, if you
I_d player

haven't mastered that technique yet you should have
done! The next page shows what the player looks like.
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NEM

6 CD Player
Pim view.

Options

r:1611,

t-

I

I

,

[011 00:00

II

w

1.4

C,

Nhe

read
that

appears when you
the pointer
over them. It is well

move
worth

Title kite" T dk

spenc ing

some time entering

the details of your

Track: Lack

Intel FIN F.500

To see what all the
buttons do.
pop -L. p
the

Help

:

Track N CIS rn

favourite

:

music

CD-ROMs with the
Disc, Edit Play
List option, while the particular disc is actually playing.
This not only lists the track details as they play, but
lets you jump to a particular named one, to select a
particular play order, or even to prevent a 'hated' track
from playing at all. The Help system covers this ciJite
well. When you net play that disc. all the details are
remembered and are there for you to use.

Sound Recorder:
To record a sound, use the Sound recorder from the
Entertainment group, and while playing some music
with the CD Player, press the 'Record' button poirted
to below. Having recorded part of the playing music,
switch off the CD Player, rewind the -ecorded music on
the Sound Recorder

and press the 'Play'
button.
Poston

Length

48 00 sec.

613 00 sec

J--

_±_4121t_i_J

We

have

also

found this accessory
for
very
useful
existing
playing
(.wav) sound files,

and also for editing
them. The Media sub -folder of Windows contains

several such files. Use the Effects menu to 'play

around' with the scund, and the Edit menu to insert
and mix other sound files into the loaded one.
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Controlling Images
Windows 98 includes an accessory by Kodak for
controlling
Windows'

images. To run 'Imaging for
use
the
Start,
Programs,
Accessories command, then left -click the
Imaging option, the icon of which Is shown here.

After briefly showing an opening screen, the program
displays the following:
imespny
Eie Ede

view

III

Page Z0061

_J

III

Tod:

Arratatan deb

II 111111

111F:'_L_1111111

_I

1111111111
Fot Help. gye:s Fl

The above screen contains the usual Menu bar

command options with typical functions, such as File
management, ability to Edit your image documents,
select ways to View them, set your Page preview and
print options, and select

the Zoom, Tools, and

Annotation preferences. To illustrate some of these

commands, first open the drawing we created on page

85, then spend some time investigating the various
sub -menu options available to you under each menu
command.
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We now draw your attention to the top two toolbars of
the Imaging screen (if you do not have an image opened, then most of these toolbar buttons are greyed out,
indicating unavailability of the command or option they
represent). Below, Ne explain briefly the function o' the
first toolbar buttons.
New document
Open document
document
VSave

Copy to clipboard
Paste from clipboard
V

lib'I "-)I

n41611 II

Display image tc fit the
entire page window

Zoom image to twice
its current size

Ck

A

Undo last action
Redo last actior

Print document
Cut to clipboard

I

V

Eil-*
I

IRIF1

Zoom image to half
its current size

Display image to fi: the
width of the window

Zoom in on current selection

The first four buttcns on the second toolbar have
functions which only become active if you have a
scanner attached to your system. In our case, these
toolbar buttons are greyed out as we do not posses a
scanner (yet!). Nevertheless, the function of these
buttons is described overleaf.
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Append a newly scanned page
to the active document

Scan a new document

I

I

Insert a newly scanned page
before the current page

Use with left mouse button
depressed to drag an object

1

Replace the current page
with a newly scanned page

Show or hide the annotation
'oolbar

4-61

17

Th)FE-T_14.1

t

61-4,

CI

1\7

Select an image or
several images

Rotate current page

Choose the annotation selection tool

Displays the specified page
with previous/next page arrows

rffI

Displays pages as
thumbnails

BBBIo
A

Displays one page at a time
Displays active page
and thumbnails
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Finally, if the 'show/hide annotation button is selected,
then the annotation toolbar appears at the bottom of
the screen, as shown on page 108. The buttons or this
toolbar have the following function.
Choose annotation :ool
Freehand Line tool
Highliehter tool
I

ft. -Z2

I

Filled Rectangle tool
Text tool

...\1011111ab
A

Straight Line tool

I DISI

CL1

A

A

Attach -a -Note tool

Hollow Rectangle tool

Text From File tool
Rubber Stamp tool

The best way of becoming familiar with the various
facilities provided by Imaging, is to use a drawing you
have created and pay with it. If you have a scanner,
then so much the better. Try it.
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7. WINDOWS COMMUNICATIONS
To be able to communicate electronically with the rest
of the world most users will need a modem connected,
both to their PC, ani to an active telephone line. This is
a device that converts data so that it can be
transmitted over the telephone system. Installing such
a modem is quite easy with Windows 98, using the Add
New Hardware Wizard described in Chapter 6.

Modem Properties
Before using your modem you must check to ensure it
is correctly configured. To do this, double-click

the Modems icon in the Control Pane If
Windows finds that no modem has been
.

installed, it will step you through the process,
using the relevant parts of the Add New Hardware

Wizard. Otherwise it will open the Modems Properties
sheet shown below.

Gnat' Oriralles

:4)1

Ire klio...9.40,4

010.1 SIMPIAP

ridillEIZI31111111111Pisan.

I

Pros..

04^9 Onekrence

DmIno nom &1t%

pick Dap Prop.m to may ho., yru-Allt are

died

J

Clicking the Properties button will let you check the
set-up of your modem. If you do not understand the
settings it would be best to accept the default ones they usually work.
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Microsoft Outlook Express
To use e-mail and send faxes from your PC, you can
use the Microsoft Outlook Express provided with
Windows 98, or buy suitable proprietary software.

Microsoft Outlook Express has already been added
to your PC by Setup (a shortcut icon being placed both
on your desktop and the Taskbar). To start the
program, left -click the shortcut icon on the

Taskbar, shown here. The program starts and

the opening screen is displayed as shown
below.

111=10111111111101

m6afLok

Express

Peed Near

Compose Mosso,

111111
['ownloAd All

yes, Ames I .eseeel n.,()

ye..

Se! People

II

To send and receive electronic mail over a modem,
you must make an arrangement with a commercial
server. There are quite a few around now, and most

have Internet options. Try and find one that can

provide a local service in your particular area of the
country, to reduce your phone bills. Once you have
taken a subscription to such a service, you will be
provided with all the necessary information to enter in
the Internet Setup Wizard, so that you can fully exploit
all the available facilities.
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In the meantime yot.. could work offline to investigate

the program's capabilities. To do so, use the File,
Work Offline command, then left -click the Read Mail
icon on the opening screen. This allows you to enter
the program's Inbox 10 read the mail sent to you by the
Outlook Express team, as shown below. This mail was
placed there during installation and is worth reading.

Finally, you can get a preview of the New Message
screen, shown below, by left -clicking the Compose a
Message icon on the opening screen.
Nem Me. ot.

(2 two

t

n.1 mertstlionas

One could write several chapters cn Outlook Express
(which we intend to do in a separate book on e-mail),
to cover every aspect of the program.
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HyperTerminal
HyperTerminal

also

allows

you

to

connect

your

computer to other computers in different locations, so
that you can interchange information. You could, for
example, search a library catalogue, or brcwse through
the offerings of a bulletin board.
Before you can connect to an outside service, you
need to know their communications settings. For
example, you need to know the settings for 'maximum
speed', 'data bits', 'stop bits', and 'parity', though most
of these can be safely assumed to be the same as the
default values

offered

HyperTerminal.

by

Finally,

before you can make the connection, you might need
your credit card and to know a password or two, as
these services are not free.

Starting HyperTerminal:
To start HyperTerminal, click the Start button, point to
Programs, Accessories, Communications.
C=1=1:11111:10:1
Ek

Ea.

unks VA

Y.*

Communications
Sul

14/
Ded&Up

Nehronno

Ned Cable
Cornmeal

Phone Dees

f

Proghson f ter \An ces sof

Of y

g.

SIR©

lee

HyperTerminal
A%
AT&T Malts CompuServe

here,

which is set to Large

Icons. As you can see, it gives
access to several communications services, such as Dial -Up
Networking and Phone Dialer,
both of which will be discussed
shortly.

4 obeciffl

C

This opens the window shown

hicons

Double-clicking the Hyper Terminal icon displays a further
window which gives access to
several mail services, such as
CompuServe. If you want to

subscribe to any of them, that
the easy way
Double-clicking the
is

hype., II
6 4414-th-)

start.
Hypertrm
to

icon starts the HyperTerminal
itself.
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If this is the first time that
you have accessed Hyper

ig

Connection It esciopten

litS Na. Covet.

Terminal, the colourful
window shown here is

Ertel a new and choose en C0 la the conneden

openec to help you make
your first connection.
4

cis

Every call connection in
HyperTerminal can be
named and saved with an

c...*

1

icon, so that in future it

very easy to

Connect To

Entet data, to the phone mete that you went e
11 3433 t 3c9-33, 1441

Pala .de

number of the site you
want to connect to. Make

Efione nurtee 11._ 34%

Copal ulna l ouistee Fine,' t

is

the

same number. After typing
in a connection name,
click the OK button which
opens the next window, in
which you enter t1e phone

My Fist Conne,

country code

re -call

:3

sure
the
modem
is
correctly selected and

.1 3.-33.

press OK again to display
Connect
shown to the left.

window

the

default

the

To

My Fyn Connection

Rye rant.

1:34%

a connection. To call the

t.nanOrNeceen

Cakot int

use

modem settings, just click
the Dial button to attempt

Norte tDrect tee

same r umber again in the
future, use the File, Open
command and doubleclick its name in the Open

dialogue box, as shown

Q.

I

JJ

A

above.
For more information
about
how
to
use
HyperTerminal, click its

Help menu and browse
E

1

through
section.
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the

Contents

Specifying Communications Settings:
If you have trouble getting through. you may need to
fine tune the settings. Any time a call is 'open' in the
HyperTerminal window use the File, Properties menu
command to change call settings, or if necessary, to
Configure the modem so that it speaks the same

'language' as the remote system. This opens the

tabbed dialogue box shown below.
Spoil stet Flash n.s [UK) E sternal Properties
General

Connect*. I Optoons I Dotinctive Reg I Fotwatdm

Connection ptetetence:
Qata
Panty

IHone

atop bits

I,

J

t3

call pteletences

(.; Watt tot dal tone betote

f Lancet the cal if not connected main FE secs
111!;contiect a cal

',elttngs

idle tot Mae than T rota

Ady,ced

l

Normally. you will find that the default parameters in
this are the ones you want to use. However, in case
you need to change them, we list below some
alternatives and their usage.

Option

Result

Maximum speed

Specifies the transmission, or
baud, rate at which your system sends and receives data.
The type of modem attached
to

your system determines

the rate.
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Data Bits

Specifies the number of data
bits (binary digits) that each
data packet. sent
ceived, contains.

Stop Bits

or

re-

Specifies the time between
transmitted characters.

Parity

Allows you to specify how the
receiving computer verifies
the accuracy of the data you
are sending.

Flow Control

Allows you to specify what
HyperTerminal should do if
its buffer fills up during data
reception. Xon/Xoff tells HyperTerminal to pause when
the buffer fills, and to se -id a
message to the remote sys-

tem when ready to receive
more data.

Setting Terminal Preferences:
The terminal type used by the destination site

will

determine the terminal type which should be used for a
connection. HyperTerminal supports several common
types, but in most cases the Auto detect option will sort
this out automatically.
To make a manual selection, click the Settings tab of

the New Connection Properties sheet, as shown
overleaf on the let, with the Emulation list open.
Select the correct terminal option and then click
Terminal Setup to set its preferences. The set-up
shown on the right above is for the VT100 selected in
the main settings sheet.
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File Transfer Protocols:
Before you can send or receive files, use the Hyper Terminal's Transfer command to specify the transfer

protocol in either the Send File, or Receive File

operation. The type of files you send or receive will be
either text or binary files.
Text files: are normally prepared with a text editor or a

word processor, such as WordPad or Notepad, but
saved unformatted in ASCII format with only a few
formatting codes such as carriage returns and
linefeeds. Use the Settings tab on the New Connection

Properties dialogue box and press the ASCII Setup
button to display a sheet on which you car specify the
transmission parameters for this type of file.
Binary files: are normally program files which contain

characters from both the ASCII and the extended
ASCII character sets.
,vdee

1mC

ma.r.

il...,..Asacarovi.lo,...41

HyperTerminal supports many
of the most popular protocols;
which one to use depends on
the
receiving
site.
Use

ZModem whenever possible

as it gives the fas7est transfer
rates and remembers its place
if your transmission is interrupted.
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The Phone Dialer
If you have the facility -o connect a normal telephone to

your modem, you should be able to use the Phone
Dialer to easily dial and log all your calls. The Drogram
can be found
the Programs, Accessories,
Communications sub -group of the Start menu.

To make a call, simply enter

Phone D$ele.
_le

Ede

lope &lp

Needy *del

Speed 4,1
1

1

2

Fir
lechrel Babm

the number in the text box,
shown to the left, and click
the Dial button. The down
arrow will open a list of most

recently used numbers. To
enter

numbers

into

the

'Speed dial' option buttcns,
use the Edit, Speed Dial
menu command, click one of
the 8 buttons, type its name
and
then
the
required
number, as shown below
left.

When the 'Speed dial'
facility is set up, you just

click one of the buttons to

dial its number. To see a log
of calls made or calls
received, use the Tools,

Show Log command

to

display the Call Log screen
shown below. This gives you

the name of the
person

you

called (cbscured
in our example),
the

date,

time

and duration of
the call.
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Towards the Mobile Office
Several of Windows 98's features, just as those in
Windows 95, are geared to making life a little easier for
those that use computers on the move.

Dial -Up Networking:
With Dial -Up Networking, you can access shared
information

on

another

computer,

even

if

your

computer is not connected to the network. To do this

you must dial directly to the network server, which
controls the resources of the network. If you have a
computer at home, you can dial in to your office
network server and connect to your work computer.
Obviously, both your computer at home and the
network server at work must have modems installed.
The
easiest
starting
the

===..11.1=11LEI
ic
.421

way

of
Dial -Up

Edg

Networking set-up wizard,
is to double-click the My
Computer icon and then
double-click

the

Yaw

Dial -Up Networking

Dial -Up

Networking icon shown to
the right. The program can
also be found in the Programs, Accessories,
Communications sub -group of the Start menu. The

Wizard steps you through
the process of making
your
first
connection.
After that, when you open
the Dial -Up Networking

Cor*
wrn

r
None DLenbp
C: so a a

window, there is an icon
for

4

ETC:

Faaaws
Coma,

every

connection

made, and one to help
make
connection.
you

a

new

To connect to the newly
make connection, double-click the My Connection icon,
enter the Password and click the Connect button.
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Using a Briefcase:
You can use the Briefcase feature to keep you- copies

of files updated when you work on them away from
your PC. The two main uses are if you work with a
mobile when away irom the office, or if you transport
files home in the evening on floppy discs to work on
your own PC. Soorer, or later, you end up with the
situation that the two sets of files are different and you
don't know which one to use.

Windows 98 automatically places the My Briefcase
icon on your desktop. To use Briefcase
with

a

mobile,

you

connect

both

computers and drag the files from their

folders on your main computer to the
Briefcase folder icon on your mobile.

My Breicase

When you next return to the office, after working on the

reconnect to your main computer, open the

files,

Briefcase and click Update All in the Briefcase menu
to automatically update the files on your main computer
with the modified ones in your Briefcase. Sounds a little
complicated, but it's not really.

To use a Briefcase with a floppy, you first move the
Briefcase icon onto tre floppy disc, then you drag the
files you want to take home,
munimmismaru from your main computer to
` Oa
the Briefcase icon on the
r

3'/2 Floppy (A:)

rp NO
Stw.%)

Swxl le

Lro,

Gs. h,.ct
.enttre

floppy.

Take the floppy home and
burn the midnight oil, using
the files from the Briefcase.
No need
anywhere,

to copy them
but
obviously

make sure you save your
work back to the Briefcase,
before packing it in.

When back in the office,
open your floppy, rigrt-click on the Briefcase icon and
select Update All, as shown above.
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Now to the clever bit. The window below will open,
listing any files that have been amended. In our case,

there was only one file. If you are happy with the
suggested course of action in this window, click the
Update button.

not, you can rigt-t-click a file
name and change the action, as
If

shown to the left. The What's This
option gives you some help, if you
need it.

NOTE: -

It is essential that you close the Briefcase
located on a removable disc, before you actually

remove the disc from your PC. This is to ensure that
the Briefcase database is updated, otherwise you will
be in danger of losing data. If you are careless here,
Windows tries to warn you with the message shown. If
you still ignore this, you get a horrific 'blue screen DOS
type' message that should wake you up!
Save Briefcase

1E3

The disk where the Briefcase database is located is
riaccesstble
Verify that the dist is accessible

1117f*:
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8. SYSTEM TOOLS
Windows 98, as yon would expect,

`t 7i: Backup

comes equipped with a full range
of system utility programs so that
you can maintain your PC's set-up
as easily as possible. By default,

Character Map
Ctipboard 'hewer

44 Comore:non Agent
_j. Disk Cleanup

access to all these tools is from the

Disk Detregmenter

Start menu, using the Programs,
Accessories, System Tools route
which opens the cascade menu

®Drive Con/erten (FAT 321

rDriveSpace
Inbox Repair Tool

options shown to the right.

Maintenar ce Wizard

3.2 Net Watchei

Alternatively, you could create a
shortcut directly to the folder that
contains these system tools and

JResource Meter
..:/Scandisk
.J Scheduled Tasks

place it on the desk-Dp. To do this.
use the Windows Explorer to
locate the System Tools folder

Al; System Inlorrnation
System Monitor

41, Welcome To Windows

which is to be found by following
the

Windows,

Start

Menu,

Programs, Accessories path. Once done, doubleclicking the shortcut icon, displays all the system tools
as shown below. To see what appears here, use the
View, Large Icons ccmmand.

cc

Bins121

1,4

Aft:.,

System
Tools
Select en tern to view
its description.

Backup

V-

Chiliad& Map

ft

Disk
T eltagnenies

Drive
Convert

Yet Watches

Resougce

If

Clcssoaid

View&
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Inbox Repair
Tool
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System

Tasks

Inlonnaticn

Metes

System

Montt.

Welcome To
Wndows

My comae

5 15KB
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.f.f
Alairilersarr e
Wizard

Scheduled

_

Scendisk

Disk Clear .p

The Backup Program
Backing up both your system set-up and data files from
hard disc to another storage medium, is
JJ,
something that everyone should do on a

regular basis. Hard discs can 'crash' (though
not as often these days as they used to) and
your PC could be stolen, or lost in a fire, or flood. Any

of these events would cause a serious data loss,
unless you had backed it all up, and stored it safely.

The present 32 -bit Backup utility which first appeared

in Windows 95, unfortunately, is not compatible with
any earlier versions. If you have any files archived with
a previous Backup, or MSBackup version, make sure
you keep the older DOS utilities, or you won't be able
to Restore them!
If the Backup program does not appear in the
System Tools folder, then use the Start, Settings
Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs command,
press the Windows Setup tab on the displayed
dialogue box, locate the System Tools folder, and

press the Details button to see what components are
missing and if necessary re -install them by checking
the little square against their name. This procedure
holds for all the other listed programs.

Making a Back-up:
We will step through the procedure of backing up, and
then restoring, a selection of files. You should then be

happy to carry on by yourself. When Backup is first
used, the 'Microsoft Backup' screen is displayed which
has three radio buttons on its wirdow. These

determine whether to Create a new backup job,

Open an existing backup job, or Restore backed up
files, as shown on the next page. Note that there are
two dialogue boxes displayed with the active one being

the Backup Wizard. We will use this Wizard for the
moment, but we will come back to the other dialogue
box later.
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The back-up procedure can be carried out on a tape, a
floppy disc, or a removable disc. In our example.
below, we wanted to back up some of the files for this
book. which were stored in the 456 Windows98 folder,
shown in the left side of an Explorer type window.
Backup Ward
-3"

13

Cick the check ba next to the lens y1w want to beckop

Whet to back t4)

_1 414,Netscape

112211111111111111111111111111M1

_j 419_44sEspics

_

fij IN 111,.1

_j 42O_E and

_j 426_Ms01197e4
J 4213_Medad97emp
0 _j 429_Ms£ xce197exp

_j 430_1stacc97
0 j 44/3_5 rnaeS 97bp
_j 456_Wrcloom9E

_J

47K

Arni

1 97M8

Arne

Ami
Ami
5 58MEI Ami
3 2948 Ami

2.1,441N9e4302 SAM

2 4%4B

WIN98003 SAM

6 :9.48

A WIN98004 SAM
21 VAn93005 SAM

0A v/IN98006 SAM
WIN98007 SAM

6 11MB

Auto'

3 58MB

A:fF

First open the tree structure by clicking the + signs,
until the folder wanted is visible. To select all the files in
a folder, click the small box to its left 70 check it.
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To select, or de -select, individual files, tick in their
boxes in the right hand pane and press the Next
button. The Backup Wizard asks you to select what
and where to back up, give a name to your back-up file

that means something to you in the future (we called
ours Win -98 Book), and Start the process.
Backup No -goes,

Wen 98 Book

1.1111113!

The window shown
here,

Devoe

IFie

Medea Nero,

[W4,99 Book

Stows

18.knpoP

Flo -7.s

11111111111111111111

In our case the 5 files

to back up on two
Est Remeeneng

1 me+ 4 sec

1 men

I

17

Vev1N99001 SAM

Processed

Estrteeted

Bytes

you

of 17.091MB took 4
minutes 23 seconds

Elapsed

Plocessm

keeps

informed during the
backing up process.

5

I

17,091,917

I

7 744.129

3)

orraxesseen

1

1.44MB floppy discs,
including verification
(which took about
half the total time). In
other
words
the
selected files, which
contained
lots
of

graphics, were very
well compressed.

Now let us return to the opening screen with the two
dialogue boxes by re -activating the Backup utility. To
close the active window (that of the Backup Wizard),

click the Close button to reveal the Backup utility

without the interference of the Wizard, as shown on the
next page. In fact, to stop the Wizard reappearing, use
the Tools, Preferences command to open the
dialogue box shown here. Next, click the Show startup

dialog when Microsoft
Backup is started box

(2=1=1111111

to remove the tick mark,
and press OK. The
Backup and Restore
Wizards
can
be
reactivated from the
Tools sub -menu.
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In fact, the backing up procedure is exactly the same
as when using the Wizard, except that you have more

flexibility. For example, have a look at the Options
available to you whet backing up. As you can see from
the displayed multi -tab
dialogue box, shown to
Backup Jab °pawns
the left, you have many
Genera I Pessedel Tn. I Eve/de I Pellet I 3,43aced
choices to make. Do
r-c3kPae °veal and badtup ties k, vote data vets

time
some
speed
the
at
all
looking
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discussed shortly) and
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whether you want to
back up your Windows
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Registry,
highly

jak

we
which
recommend.

This last option can be

reached by pressing
the Advanced tab. If you make any changes, press the
Apply button befcre pressing OK.
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Restoring your Files:
To restore files that have been previously backed up,
place the first disc of the set in the disc drive, click the
Restore tab of the Backup utility and the program will
refresh your screen and let you select the name of the
back-up set, as shown below.
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Again, pressing the Options button reveals a multi -tab

dialogue box as shown
here, which allows you
to select what to do. You

can, for example select

to Replace the file on
my computer only if
the file is older which
will save time, but also
L

allow you to replace
changed files. Again,

under the Atvanced tab
you have the choice of
replacing the Windows
Registry, or not.
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Types of Back-ups:
The Backup program will perform two types of backups, depending on the selection made on the dialogue
box opened by pressing the Options button, with the
Type tab pressed:

Full

Backs

up

al

selected

files,

regardless of whether or not tgey
have

changed

since

the

last

back-up, and lowers the archive
flags. This is the default option

Incremental

Backs up all selected files that
have changed since the last full or
incremental back-up, and lowers
the archive flags. This type is for
partial back-ups in your
back-up cycle, if you work with
different files each day. With this
method it is important to save all
incremental back-up sets between
full back-ups.

the

A Back-up Strategy:
Hopefully you should by now be completely sold on the
Backup program we have been using. It is only any use
though if you use 't systematically and with discipline.
We suggest the following full and incremental back-up
procedure if you generally work with different files, and
create new ones, each day.

You have to keep the

full

back-up set with

all

incremental back-Lp sets. This is important s nce each

incremental back-up records a different incremeit of
changes. Also make sure the General Options tab, the

Overwrite the media with this backup is NOT
selected.

To use the incremental back-up procedure:
Perform a ull back-up of all your data files.
1
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Each day, before you switch off, perform an
incremental back-up. Use the same floppy

2

disc until it fills up, then start ancther disc.

Save all your floppy discs from the cycle until
after you have performed the next full

3

back-up.

Perform the next full back-up, maybe after
one or two weeks, using different discs.
Perform the daily incremental back-ups as in

4
5

step 2, and repeat the cycle.

It is also important to look after your back-up disc sets.
Label them carefully and write the set name on all of

them. Also make sure you keep each complete set
together, and if your data is very important, keep the
back-up sets well away from the computer, and from
each other.

Disc Cleanup
You can run Disk Cleanup to help you free up space on
your hard drive. Disk Cleanup searches your
drive, and then lists temporary files, Internet
cache
files, and unnecessary program files
Disk Cleanup
that
you
can
safely
delete,
as
shown
here.
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free

by simply deleting the
Windows 98
uninstall
information. The More
Options tab allows you to

remove Windows com-

J
Fin

we
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ponents

and

installed

programs that you do not
use any more.
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ScanDisk
ScanDisk is a disc ct-ecking and repair tool designed to
help checK the integrity of discs and to fix any

4-)I
3,.11

problems tnat are found. It is a graphical
application that runs under Windows, which
you should find from the
Start menu, in the
System Tools sub -group
ROOM

of Accessories.

As shown on the left,
you can run a Standard
scan, in which ScanDisk
only checks the files on

Ismer
r Mee.

yea.. -.0

Deo*
mom Sumo. wee... ewes* mau
ermegalebeeue

Ole

r-deeree.

your system for errors, or
a Thorough scan, which
checks both the files and

the disc surface for errors. If the Automatically fix
errors option is checked, any errors found will be
sorted out.

Defragmenting your Hard Discs
The Disk Defragmenter optimises a hard disc by
rearrangi lig the data on it to eliminate unused
Deitegrar.e,

Select Done

spaces, which speeds up access to the disc
by Windows operations. As is also the case
with ScanDisk, you don't
need to exit a running
BEI

Whet, du, do you wen, to clefiediteey?

application

to

run

the

Defragmenter.
Choose which drive to
Disk

opyrcee 0 1 991 1999 MesoollC c calee
Coo rde 0 19E16193"2 Synnottx
Intel koolicabon L 'Lech Accede el.

Ed

defragment in the Select

Drive box, shown here,
and you can defragment
it

in

while

the background
with
working

another application. You

can watch the progress
of the operation. or display it in minimal status.
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For example. having selected a drive and pressed the

OK button, defragmenting starts and the result

is

shown on a compact
'

dialogue
box,
shown here.
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If you get fed up watching, you can always Stop the
process quite safely, or minimise the application and let

it get on with it while you work. To test what we are
saying, the Defragmenter was started, the various
screens captured and operated upon, ther minimised
to continue its job while we wrote the last two pages!

You should get in the habit of checking and optimising
your hard discs regularly with these two tools.
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Drive Conversion
The Drive Converter converts your c rive to the FAT 32
file system (a 32 -bit File Allocation Table). -his
Dove
C onvee

is an improvement on the old FAT or FAT16
file system format, as it stores data more
efficiently, therefore saving a lot of hard disc

computer we gained
(on
our
space
approximately 300MB on 1,300MB cf data). In addition,

programs run faster and the computer requires less
system resources.

However, on the down side, once you convert to
FAT32 you cannot return to using the FAT16 format,
unless you re -partition and reformat your converted
drive! Furthermore, watch out for the following.

Because p-evious versiors of Windows are
not compatible with FAT32, you cannot unirstall
Windows 98 after conversion.
After conversion, you can no longer use dual
boot to rur earlier versiors of Windows or
Windows NT.

Some disc compression programs are not
compatible wi`h FAT32. If you have compressed

your drive with one of these, you might not be
able to convert.

If your computer has a hibernate feature, the
conversion may affect it.

Although most programs are not alected by
the conversion from a FAT16 to a FAT32, some
disc utilities that depend on FAT16 will not work.
If none of the above affects you or frightens you, then

you can proceed with the conversion - we actually
recommend

it!

Therefore, as ar example of what

happens, we will go through the process for you, so
that you can see for yourself what happens before you
attempt it.
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Clicking on the Drive Converter icon of the System
Tools starts the program, and the following screen is
displayed:
Dove (measles VAT 321
The :.)me Conyete wend Venue: yxe dn., by mstymerc
to the FAT 32 He system Met he conyeston you part edliband
.M$s .p :e nod sos rat.21 entt SI.YI lette,

Fo. etturrettcm dicta ctrmeerct cita DOA

\\
Pressing the Next button, causes the program to scan
your system and, in our case, report the following:
Dove Convettes IFAT321
5 elect tlx serve VOU went
Doves:

-J

s fleck

I

Use

1

Camel

As you can see, our drives (C:), (D:), a'id (E:) are

already converted to FAT32 but not our removable
drive which is shown above as drive (F:). To convert a
drive, select it by highlighting it and press the Next
,

button.
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our case, because the selected drive was a
removable drive, the following warning was displayed:
In

Drive Converter [FAT 32)
The Drive Converter detected a removable drive in your computer If you use this dsk with
a previous version of MS DCS, Windows, or Widows NT you cannot access the FAT 32
disk To continue converting, click Or To exit, click Cancel.

_1\

Cancel
ti

Pressing the OK button causes Windows to check for
programs that might be incompatible with the FAT32
system, and if it does not find any, it gives you the

opportunity to create a back-up of your files before
conversion starts. The next displayed dialogue box
informs you that 'the entire process might take a few
hours'!

If you continue, the program performs a ScanDisk,
then drops into a DOS screen (sic) and goes through
the list below, all in less that one minute!
.

Microsoft FAT Cu FATi2 Converter
The Converter is now converting the following areas of drive F:
Checking drive
Removin9 uninstall, multi -boot, and extended -attribute files
Converting directoriet.
Making space for 32 -bit File Allocation Table
converting File Allocation Table to 32 -bits
Recovering unused clusters
updating Partition type
updating Boot Record
updating copy of File Allocation Table
Moving Root Directory to beginning of drive

513% complete

Then Windows resta-ts your computer and proceeds to

defragment the neNAly converted drive which, in our
case with 620MB of data, took 15 minutes to complele.
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Disc Compression
Disc compression allows you to greatly increase the
storage capacity of your discs with no extra hardware
cost. This ability has been around for several

lig

years now, and seems to

be

fairly well

accepted. The DriveSpace 3 utility that is
included with Windows 98, is to be found
within the System Tools folder.

DriveSpace 3 is compatible with the DoubleSpace
compression provided with MS-DOS 6.0 and 6.2, and
DriveSpace provided with MS-DOS 6.22 and previous
versions of Windows. If you have drives that were
compressed

by

using

either

DoubleSpace

or

DriveSpace, you can configure their compression by

using DriveSpace 3. Because DriveSpace 3 takes
advantage of

improved compression you should
upgrade your DoubleSpace and DriveSpace drives to
DriveSpace 3 to fully use all of its compression
features. DriveSpace 3 compressed drives can be as
large as 2GB.

How it Works:
DriveSpace compresses the files in a drive by a default
factor of between 1.5 and 2.5 and hence lets you store

much more on that drive. When you use files on the
compressed

drive,

DriveSpace

transparently

uncompresses them, so that they can be accessed;
and then re -compresses them when they are saved
again.

This decompression and compression of files

is

carried on automatically in the background. This can,
however,

lead

to

a slowing down

of

operations,

especially when moving files from one compressed
drive to another. If you need to do that, we suggest you
make a cup of coffee.
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When DriveSpace first compresses a drive, it sets up a
hidden file on an uncompressed part of the drive, which
is then treated as a new logical drive. Thus for every

hard drive you compress you acquire another drive
letter.
1111112

DoneSpace 3
fdave

?,O+.1.en

bet.

When you
DriveSpace,

first open
a window

like the one shown here,

DINTS on Mn comae,
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Phreocal donee

compressing your floppy
drive(s), as well as your
hard disc drives, whether

these are removable or
To compress a
drive. simply double-click
not.
its

entry on the

This opens the Compression

list.

Properties window shown below.
Comprestocon Poopedoes

Here, we double-clicked
31/2" floppy drive.
This window shows the

a©

Drove A

the

Dove A rs nr.A compressed

amount of free space

Label

mYDisr

Type

3 5" Fbppy donee

on
the
availab e
selected drive befo-e
compression. II you
have
sufficient free

540

E Free space

Bode

337f lk

[awry

1

space (to compress a

P.IB

31/2"

floppy drive you

need to have at least
512KB of free space on
it), press the OK button,
then use the Drive,
Compress command
on the DriveSpace 3

rs

Drive A

window. If you do not
have enough free space on the drive you want to

compress, you will be told so, and the process will be
aborted, otherwise the following dialogue box opens on
your screen.
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Compress a Drive

E3
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:pace
Drive A 'now]
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This Compress a Drive dialogue box shows the amount

of free space available on the selected drive before
compression and the estimated situation after
compression. Clicking the Options button lets you fine

tune the procedure, and when you are ready, clicking
the Start button begins the process.
We do recommend that you experiment on a floppy
before attempting to compress a hard disc. In any

case, do read the excellent notes on compression
provided within the Help menu option of DriveSpace 3,
part of which is shown below.
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us.ng DoubleSpace (which was included in MS-DOS
versions 6.0 and 6.2) as well as DnveSpace for MS-DOS
version 6.22 and DnveSpace for *widows. If you have
dnves that were compressed by using either DoubleSpace
or DriveSpace, you can configure their compression by
using DnveSpace 3.
Because DnveSpace 3 takes advantage of improved
compression, you should upgrade tour DoubleSpace
pnvesp.ca doves to priyeSpace ) forMal to fully 1.15...
o f its compression features.
Note
To use a compressed DnveSpace 3 dnre on anothei
computer, DnveSpace 3 must bs Installed on et
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The Maintenance Wizard
The Maintenance W zard allows you to carry out
several housekeeping tasks, such as checking your
hard disc lo- errors or defragmenting your
data, at times convenient to you. Doubleclicking the Maintenance Wizard icor, found
in the Accessories. System Tools folder and
shown here, opens the first Wizard sheet,
shown below.
Maintenance Wizard
1h. Mantenance ward rousts you computer In
tc.ossoich pettormanc e cethng W e tegulei marttenassc e

tct.eatie ensues that you get the runt hom you
cortoutet
Y xs ptogszans run ta:tet than ever
xt get more tree had dtsk space

'Y xr system pertomunce n °annul

\Oat do you want to do?
r Etaxess the the roost common meraersance settings
6- t.ustGirt -Seiecr tech. meryefMYxi isttivmv,147

coned

On here you specify :o either 'Use the most common
maintenance settings' or 'Select each maintenance
setting'. We chose the latter because it gave us more
flexibility, and pressed Next.

The next sheet of the Maintenance Wizard asks you
to specify when you want these tasks to be caried out.
Obviously, your computer must be switched on in order

to perform such tasks, so it's up to you to choose a
convenient time. Having done so, press the Next
button to display the third Wiza"d sheet, shcwn
overleaf. Our list of programs that open automatically
each time Windows is started might be different from
yours, but we were surprised to find some forgotten
and unwanted programs.
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Maintenance Wizard
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Wizard sheet below.
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On this sheet you are asked whether yon would like to
defragment your hard disc regularly, and if so, you can
Reschedule the time and frequency of the event, and

also choose which drives by pressing the Settings
button. The next Wizard sheet offers to scan your hard
disc for errors, and is similar to the one above.
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Next, you are asked to specify the type of files to be
deleted regularly, and finally you are presented with the
following display.
Maintenance Wezard
`nnn lows erd perm the tolowng task:
Speed up you most irequently used pogo=
31 00. Wednesday August 12 1958

deck hod ebek lot mat
01 00. Tuesday. August 11. 1998

[Delete trelecressaty hles lion hod Ink
0030 Tuesday, September 01.1%8
13

'then I cica Finch Worm !Ad, t -heckied task lo
he !eV line

Fineth 1

< flack

Cancel

Pressing the Finish button, performs all the selected
tasks at their chosen times, but you have the choice of
having these performed immediately for the first time
by checking the small square box at the bottom of the
sheet.

It is a good idea tc perform such tasks regularly, but
make sure that (a) your computer is switched on at the
selected times, and (b) you are not inconvenienced by
your time selection. It is, of course assumed that your

PC's clock is showing the same time as your watch,
otherwise you might get some unexpected surprises!

If you have upgraded from Windows 95, you will a so
have the Scheduled Tasks utility in your Accessories,
System Tools folder, the icon of which is shown here.
Essentially, you can perform the same tasks
as those offered by the Maintenance Wizard,

but you can

also

schedule to carry out

additional tas<s.
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Windows Update
If you are connected to the Internet, you can
automatically visit Microsoft's Web site and check that
your computer installation has the latest versions of
program drivers, program fixes, etc. The Web -based
Windows Update installs a few controls and requires
that you register with Microsoft first, unless you have
done so previously. If you haven't, make sure you have
the product key (the five sets of five letters and
numbers that appear on the back of your Windows 98
CD jacket), because you will be asked to supply it.

To

start

the

Update

process,

the

use

Start,

Windows Update command. After coniecting to the
Internet through your service provider (ISP), you will be
connected automatically to the Microsoft's Web site, as
shown below.
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In order to be able to download program patches to
your system, the program needs to have information
relating to your system configuration. Such information
is apparently not passed on to Microsoft. Once this is
done, you can select which software to download, if
any.
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Next left -click the 'PRODUCT UPDATES' link, to get an

appropriate list of Cr tical Updates for your system,
together with other lists, such as Picks of the Month,
etc. Be careful you don't go overboard wish your
selection of downloads
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Once you have corr pleted your selection click :he
DOWNLOAD button (either the one at the top of :he
displayed page or the one at the bottom) to see a list of
your choices. Ours is shown below.
Product Update..

Download Checklist
1

Confirm Selections

You have chosen to install the fellowing software. You can deselect any of the components you do
not went to install by deanno the check box.

Size: 5414

Time:

34 minute*

rim for Outlook Impress File Attachment Issue 760m3/E mm
Mit rosoft F rontPaqr F rosiness 1510M3/11 min

Internet Implorer Sound Pack 10K11/1 min
Microsoft Web Publishing Wizard 3701(113 min
Microsoft Windows media Player 3764141/13 min
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Although the total time for the download is shown as 34
minutes, this depends on a lot of factors, one of which
is the speed of data transfer in your particular

connection. In our case it took well over an hour to
complete the job. So be careful with your initial choice.

We suggest that you download only from the list of
Critical Updates. Selecting downloads f'om the other
lists should be confined to only those you really need,
and then only to one at a time. The reason for this is
that should you find it takes too long to complete a
given transfer, cancelling it will exit the Setup program
and you will lose all the files already transferred before
you issued the cancel command.

On successful completion of program downloads, the
Windows Setup program installs the new patches and
or programs to your system automatically and displays
the following screen.
Install Complete
Installation summary

Fix for Outlook Express File Attachment Issue Succeeded.
Microsoft FrontPage Express - Succeeded.
Internet Explorer Sound Pack - Succeeded.
Microsoft Web Publishing Wizard - Succeeded.
Microsoft Windows Media Player - Succeeded.
OK

After this, you can either go back to browse Microsoft's
site, or you can disconnect from the Internet.

Just to find out how intelligent the Windows Update
program is, we reconnected an hour or so later, and
this time we found that the program patch and the
other programs we downloaded earlier were not on the
offered lists. In other words, this facility works very well
indeed, and gives novices the sense of being in charge
of their Windows installation.
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Disabling Fast Shutdown
As reported in the Preface of this book, the new rapid
shutdown feature it Windows 98 has caused our
system to hang several times. Since the only way we
could end a session under such circumstances was to
switch off the power to our PC, next time we switched
on, it caused Windows to scan our hard disc for errors
because we had not closed down tre system properly.

Below we explain how you can disable

the fast

shutdown feature tc cure such a problem.

To disable the fast shutdown feature in Windows 98,
use the Start, Programs, Accessories, System Tools
System
on
the
command and click
Information entry on the cascade sub -menu.
IW) the icon o' which is shown here. This opens
the following dialogue box.
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Next, use the Tools, System Configuration Utility
command, as shown above, to open the dialogue box
shown overleaf.
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Finally, press the Advanced button to open the final
dialogue box and check the Disable fast shutdown
entry, as shown below, and press OK.

Advanced Troubleshooting Settings
It is recommended that only advanced users and
system admiistrator: change these settings
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9. USING DOS PROGRAMS
If you are an experienced PC user, you may well prefer
to do much of your work by entering instructions at the
DOS command line, or prompt. Wirdows 98, just like
Windows 95, still lets you do this.
For this book we have assumed that if you want to
use this method of working you will already be familiar
with DOS commands, switches, filters and batch files,
configuration files, etc. If not, we suggest you use the
methods described in earlier chapters. All the available
DOS commands can be found in the COMMAND sub directory of the WINDOWS directory. There are a few
new ones, many have been made obsolete, but they all
support Windows 98 32 -bit features.

Before we go on with our discussion of how to run

DOS programs, you might like to know that the
autoexec.bat1 and config.sys2 files are not needed
any more by Windows 98. However, if you have
upgraded from previous versions of Windows, both
your autoexec.bat and config.sys files are retained,
with the result that it takes twice as long to start
Windows as it shoulc. The reason for this is that all the
information contained in those two files (loading
neccessary drivers' for use by your peripherals4 into
memory) are executed first, then Windows scans your
system using its Plug and Play faci ity, discovers what
peripherals are cornected to your system and reloads
all the drivers again!

For the benefit of inexperienced DOS users who
might be reading this section, we discuss next how to
remove these two configuration files from the boot -up
sequences, and explain below some of the jargon used
in the last paragraph.
A batch file containing commands which are automatically executed on boot -up.
A special file that allows the sys:em to be configured
'A set of commands loaded in o memory and used to run a hardware device.
'Any hardware device attached to a PC
The commands executed automatically by your PC when it is first switched on
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Removing Configuration Files
Whether or not you use DOS programs, you no longer

need your autoexec.bat or config.sys files. The

way to remove them from the boot -up
sequence is, of course, to delete them. However, as
we would like you to keep the contents of the
autoexec.bat file for a while, we suggest that
you rename it instead. To do this, use the Start,
Programs command, and click on the MS-DOS
Prompt on the cascade menu, to open the following

easiest

MS-DOS window.
wra©
N',..01(1) Vladers ft
tG

,,,,,,,, N ,,,,,, fl C.rf Ifff

C:\VINIMIt(

Next, type in the two lines below at the cursor position
and press <Enter> at the end of each line.
Col\

ren autoexec.bat autoexec.old

The first command line changes the directory from that
of \WINDOWS to the root directory where the

configuration files are to be found, while the second
line renames the autoexec.bat file to autoexec.old.
Next, type,
del config.sys

and press <Enter> to delete this file.

When you now restart your PC, the configuration files
will not be found by the booting up sequence.
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The MS-DOS Window
.MS-DOS Prompt
Move

_ Mbimize

oMap
Elam!.

[do

You can action any DOS ccmmands
you like in the MS-DOS window. To view
the toolbar, if it is not showing. click the
MS-DOS icon in the title bar to open the
command menu, and then click the
Toolbar toggle option.

12122
Rye

To switch between a window and full
screen,

click

the

Full

screen

_

toolbar icon shown to the right. L.]
The <Alt+Enter> key combination also toggles
between these two modes. To quit the MS-DOS
window and returr to normal Windows 98 operation,
click the x (close) button of a window, or type exit at
the command prompt.

Using the Toolbar:
The toolbar (see be'ow) is a very useful feature of an

MS-DOS window. You can
mark text and copy it tc the

MS-DOS PiOnWl

Windows clipboard, or paste
from the clipboard. You can
also carry out these functions
from the Command menu, by

Move

Minims

Mobilize
Clots
Ed'

selecting Edit, Mark, Edit,
Copy, or Edit, Paste as
shown here.

rd jd

v. Toolbar

Paste
RoPerbes

Mark

Open properties sheet
Copy

Paste

IEN1

E2J ifilE1
Font proof- dies

Select window FONT

Make Full screen
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Backgrcund

Using the Run Window
With Windows 98, just as in Windows 95, the easiest
way to issue a single DOS command, That involves
running a program, is in
©©
the Run window, shown
here, opened from the
Start meru. Its big
Run

Type the nacre al a phvarrt leads downer& ot Inter,.
meow,' end Window!, wit open I lot yo.

ghpeo

AJEI 45'.1.1b

11-

advantage is that all
previous commands are
remembered.
Clicking

or qj

the down arrow, opens
a small 'database' of your most used commands,
including path and file names, etc. The command itself
is actioned in a 'one off' DOS window, as shown below.

67141mo:oft QuockBASIC

'ME= 'Edit

View

Search
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Calls
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I Ilea,

9itiEff
arse...
awe

Saes s...
S. e III

reste File...
sped File...

.ladFile...
rist...
OS Shell
E it

When you have finished using this window you have to
close it, by clicking the x (close) button. in the top right
hand corner of the screen.
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The MS-DOS Editor
Windows 98 includes the Edit text editor, to be found
in the \WINDOWS\COMMAND subdirectory, as shown
here. Users of MS-DOS
will find the editor very
type the none ctl a vegan tabs docre-tt . !rennet
familiar, but the version
provided
in
both
Qv- raimmisimmorWindows 95 and 98 has
Run

reenact, and unnirottn nil open te tot you

improvements

several

over earlier versions of
the program. These are:

Edit is now smaller and faster.

You can open J p to nine files at the same time,

split the scree'i between two files, and easily
copy and pas -.e information between them.

You can open files as large as 4MB.

You can open filenames anc navigate through
the directory structure just as you can in the rest
of Windows.

The editor is opened, as one would expect from its
name, by typing Edit at the command prompt.
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:

The file opened in the editor's window shown on the
previous page, is our old autoexec.bat file which we
renamed autoexec.old. As we have said earlier, we
would like you to keep this file for a while as you might
want to use a shortened version later, after we
introduce you to a certain topic which will be discussed
shortly.

In the meantime, we will leave it up to you to explore

this new addition to your MS-DOS environment. To
help you on your way, the Fl key will open a list of all
the cursor movement, editing, and function commands,
as well as some shortcut keys.

DOS Program Properties
With earlier versions of Windows you had to make and

edit a PIF (program information file) for a particular
DOS program, to control how it functioned under
Windows. This procedure was not understood, or used,
by many people, so most DOS programs wouldn't work
properly for them under Windows.

With Windows 95 and 98, PIF files still exist, but you

don't need to worry about them. They are either
provided already, or made up by Windows from an
existing file, or from settings you easily control, in an
applications Properties sheet. Every object in Windows

has a set of properties, and with MS-DOS based
(rather than Windows based) programs, this sheet very
strictly controls how the program will function when run
in Windows.

The easy way to open an application's property

sheet is to right -click the application icon in a folder
and select Properties from the opened object menu.
To demonstrate this, we will look through all the
properties of the DOS program command.com, which
is in the Windows folder and is the program run when
you click the MS-DOS Prompt from the Start cascade
menu.
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The opening sheet, shown below, gives the fi e's
details and allows you to set its attributes. Clicking the
Program tab, opens the next sheet, shown on the next
page.
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To find out more detail on any option, click the ?
window button and then click the query pointer on the
item. A description pox is displayed, like the one below,

which opens when the Advanced button

in

the

Program tab sheet, shown on the second screen dump
overleaf, is clicked. The Advanced Program Settings
sheet is shown on the third screen dump overleaf.

Click this to either set up this program to have exclusive use of
your computer (MS-DOS model or to enable Windows -based
programs to be r An in addition to this program

Spending some time working through these sheets will
ensure that your MS-DOS applications work. the way
you want them to, when run under Windows.
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Problematic DOS Programs:
If you experience problems when running old DOS
programs under Windows 98, such as the sudden
appearance of the dreaded 'fatal exception error' on
your screen, then do the following:
If you know the name

of the executable file
of your DOS program,
but don't know where
it is on your hard disc,

use the Start, Find

Files
or
Folders
command to locate it.
Such
have

should
extension
.exe or .com.
file

a

the

Use the My Computer
program to highlight
the executable file,
click the Properties

button on the toolbar,
and

press

Cboweal

I

I 'A..." I ww. I

.dam

Wa.r4
6.11
k op,

Ir..

the

Program tab of the
displayed Properties
dialogue box. Next

press the Advanced
button to display the
Advanced
Program
Settings dialogue box.
the
Prevent
MS -DOS -based programs
from

Click

detecting Windows

to check it and click

the OK button twice
close
the
Properties
dialogue
boxes.
to
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or

I

DOS Programs Running Procedure
To help ensure as many MS-DOS based programs as

possible work properly with Windows 98, the file
apps.inf is provided, containing program settings 'or
many popular MS -COS applications. These settings

are based on test results and specify the special
settings necessary tc allow the application to run under
Windows 98.

When you attempt to run an MS-DOS app,ication,
Windows first looks 'or its PIF. If one doesn't exist for
that application, the apps.inf file is searched. If the
application is listed, the system reads the contents and
creates a PIF that is used to run the program.
To

provide

support

for

'rogue'

MS -DOS -based

applications that work only under MS-DOS (requir ng
full access to the system components and resources),
Windows 98 provides an MS-DOS mode. In this mode,
also known as 'rear mode', Windows removes itself
from memory (except for a small secion) and provides
the application with full access to all the resources of
the computer. Not many applicatiors need to run in
single MS-DOS application mode, but one of them is
MSBackup, providec with MS-DOS 6.

To set up a program to run in this mode, you select
MS-DOS mode on the Advanced Program Settings
sheet (as shown at the top of the previous page) for
the application. On this sheet you can also specify a

config.sys and an autoexec.bat tie to run for the

application. When tt-e application is then run, Windows
closes all running tasks, configures the PC to use the

config.sys and autoexec.bat files for the session,
restarts the computer, loads a real -mode copy of
MS-DOS, and runs the application.

When you close The MS-DOS application, Windows
restarts as normal. This is quite a performance and if
you have a slow PC it is very time consuming.
However, there is a better way, which we discuss next.
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Resurrecting MS-DOS 7
There might be times when it is imperative to boot up
your PC in MS-DOS, particularly if you are still running
DOS programs which require maximum RAM memory.

Running such programs from within a Windows 98
DOS shell will most certainly cause problems.

Microsoft has tried hard to present Windows 98 as a
standalone operating system, but in reality Windows 98
still sits on top of the old (cut -down) version of
MS-DOS 7. DOS starts up exactly in the same way as

it always did, except that its command.com file

is

customised to run the win.com file (to be found within
the WINDOWS folder).
However, this auto -start of win.com can be blocked

easily by changing part of the msdos.sys file, thus
saving start-up time by eliminating the loading of the
Windows bitmap banner, and booting directly in DOS.
To achieve this, do the following:

Start your computer, then disable the Fast
Shutdown facility as discussed at the end of the
previous chapter. This is important and must be
done first.

Use the Start, Shut Down command, select
Restart in MS-DOS mode option, as shown
below, and press OK.
Shut Down Windows

113

What do you want the computer to do?

hut dowri

Restart
C' Restart in MS-DOS mode

OK

I

Cancel
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It is important that w-iat follows is carried out after this
restart option in DOS, and not by simply dropping into
a DOS shell from wit'iin Windows 98.
When the computer restarts in MS-DOS mode, it
will be logged on to the WINDOWS subdirectory
shown by the prompt
C:\WINDOWS

Change the logged directory to the root directory
by typing cd\ and pressing <Enter>. Then type
the following command:
attrib -h -r -s msdos.sys

which turns off the file's hidden, read cnly, and
system file atributes.
Activate the Editor by typing
edit msdos.sys

Change the ertry under the [Options] part of the
displayed file from BootGUI=1 (on) to 0 (off),
and add the extra line Logo= -0, so that it reads
as follows:
[Options]

BootGUI=O
Logo=O

Exit the editor and save your changes, then type
attrib +h +r +s msdos.sys

to reinstate the attributes of the file.

Just as you can boot -up in DOS 7, you can also end a

session in DOS, even when using the Shut down
Windows procedure which again saves time by not
loading the two bitmap screens, which are:
Logow. sys (the Windows logo bitmap), and

Logos . sys (the shutdown bitmap).
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All you have to do is rename these two files which are
to be found in the WINDOWS directory, as follows:
Change the logged directory from the root to the

WINDOWS directory by typing cd\windows at
the prompt and pressing <Enter>. Then type the
following commands:
ren logow.sys logowold.sys
ren logos.sys logosold.sys

we retained the original extension letters so you

can remember them, should you, for some
reason, want to reactivate these files later.
Finally, type
exit

at the prompt to exit the Windows DOS -mode
and cause your computer to restart in DOS 7.

Next time you end a Windows session, remember to
click the Shut down radio button of the dialogue box.
We find that it is extremely useful to be able to
distinguish between shelling out in DOS from within
Windows 98 or not, by displaying an appropriate DOS
prompt. Being able to distinguish between the two is
necessary, because in the former case you must type
exit to return to Windows before shutting down your
PC, whilst in the latter case you can just switch off.
The obvious way to do this is to include the
statement
PROMPT [DOS] $P$G

within your autoexec.bat file, which is also needed to
provide information on such things as PATH, mouse
driver and keyboard configuration (if you want to use

either of these in a DOS program prior to starting
Windows). Use Edit to trim down your renamed
autoexec.old file, or if you haven't got one, create it,
then save it as autoexec.bat in the root directory of the
(C:) drive. The contents of our file are as follows:
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@ECHO OFF
PATH=C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND
SET TEMP=C:\TEMP
SET TMP=%TEMP%
PROMPT [DOS] $P$G
C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\mouse.com

keyb ukC:\WINDOWS\COMMAND\keyboard.sys
cls
ver

Your file could be different, of course, but lines 2, 5, 6,
and 7 are essential.

You also need to write a batch file (we will call it
win.bat) to start Windows 98 and to provide an
appropriate prompt when you shell out in DOS from
within Windows. This file must be placed it the root

directory of the (C:) drive and should contain the
following statements:
@echo off
prompt [WIN] $P$G
c:\windows\WIN.COM
cd\

prompt [DOS] $P$G
In

this way, when you first boot up your PC the

PROMPT command within your autoexec.bat file will
be executed displaying the prompt
[DOS] C:\>

Now typing win starts the execution of the batch file
setting the prompt to
[WIN] C:\>

then resets it back to
[DOS] C:\>

you go through the Windows shutdown
procedure. In this way you will not make the mistake of
switching off your computer while in a DOS shell from
within Windows 98.

once
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You may wonder why we placed the win.bat file in the
root directory. This is because, as we have already
mentioned,

Windows

98

no

longer

autoexec.bat and config.sys files.

If

needs

the

they are not

provided, it assumes certain options by default, one of
which sets the path to:
C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND

In fact, even if you provide a path from within your
autoexec.bat file, unless the path starts with the
default option, it inserts this at the beginning of the
existing PATH statement for you. The result is that you

cannot place the win.bat

file

in,

say a BATCH

subdirectory and change the access order of
directories through the PATH command in your

autoexec.bat file. The only way of accessing win.bat
prior to win.com is to place the win.bat file in the root
directory.

Long Filenames in DOS:
Be careful when using DOS 7 to copy or rename files
with long names (they can be up to 254 characters).
Unlike the Explorer which can deal with long names,
DOS 7 will use the first 6 letters of your long file name,
then place a tilde (-) sign followed by a number. So, if
you had long names such as 'Letter to John', Letter to
Paul', etc., you will end up with 'Letter -1', 'Letter-2',
etc., which is not much use to you as it defeats the
whole idea of long names - this is true whether you
have started your computer in DOS 7 or shelled out to
it from within Windows 98. Apart from long names,
DOS 7 can deal with everything else you would like it to

do.

You can get help with DOS commands by typing the
command followed by a space and the characters 7?',
as follows:
copy /?
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Wildcard Characters
You

are

probably

aware

of

the

two

Wildcard

characters, * and ?. When used in a command line, *
can be substituted for any number of characters in a
filename mask, and ? for just a single character. Thus
*.exe, means all files with the extension of exe, and

*.e?? means all files with a 3 c-iaracter extension
beginning with e.

The use of the * wildcard has been extended in
Windows 95 and 98, to make it more powerful when
used with long filenames. You can -low use more than
one * in a name mask. The following is now legal in
Windows:
Del *Jan*

This command would delete all the files in the current
directory with 'Jan' anywhere in their name, and is not
case sensitive. So be aware!

System Files and Settings
The following is a brief overview of the system files

used by both Windows 95 anc 98 when starting

operations, and how they compare with those used by
previous versions of the operating system. Most
readers could qui7e happily ignore the next few pages,
but if you are struggling to get a 'difficult' MS-DOS

program (or game) to use the lull facilities of your
system, you might find them usefu..

Original System Files:
The table overleaf, shows how Setup renames Vie old
system files for :he previous operating system when
either Windows 95 or Windows 98 is first installed.
They are thus available for possible future use, if you
revert back to your previous set-up.
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Original MS-DOS filename

Renamed filename

autoexec.bat
command.com
config.sys
io.sys (or ibmbio.com)
mode.com
msdos.sys (or ibmdos.com)

autoexec.dos
command.dos
config dos
io.dos
mode_dos corn
msdos.dos

New System Files:
The following 'new' files are used by Windows 95 and
Windows 98 (henceforth referred to as Wirdows).

IO.SYS - Windows uses a new system file, io.sys,
which replaces the two MS-DOS system files (io.sys
and msdos.sys). This real -mode operating system file
contains the information needed to start your
computer. The files, config.sys and autoexec.bat are

no longer needed to start the Windows operating

system (but they are kept for backward compatibility
with certain applications and drivers).

The following drivers are loaded by default in io.sys,
if these files are found on the hard disc:

himem.sys
ifshlp.sys
setver.exe
dblspace.bin or drvspace.bin
Most

of

the

functions

provided

by

the

various

config.sys file entries are now provided by default in
io.sys, as listed below:
dos=high
himem.sys
ifshIp.sys
minimal file system help loaded.
setver.exe
included for compatibility reasons.
files=
default value is 60.
lastdrive=
default value is z.
buffers=
default value is 30.
stacks=
default value is 9,256.
fcbs=
default value is 4.
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The values in io.sys cannot be edited, to override its

default values, you should place an entry

in the

config.sys file with the value you want.

MSDOS.SYS - W ndows Setup creates a hidden,
read-only system file named msdos.sys in the root of
the computer's boot drive. This file contains important
paths used to locate other Windows files, and is also
created for compatibility with applications that require it
to be present before they can be installed. The file also
supports an [Options] section, which you can add to
and edit to customise the start-up process.

CONFIG.SYS - Windows has changed the method of

handling the two files config.sys and autoexec.bat
during system star up. Most of their previous functions
are now automatically carried out using io.sys and the
Registry.

The config.sys file can contain application -specific
entries in additio i to information stored in io.sys.

These are processed in the order listed, after the base
config.sys file has been read, all devices a -e loaded,
and COMMAND.CCM is running.
If you edit config.sys in Windows remember not to

include the smartdry command, as disc-cachiig is
now built in. Also Windows includes built-in mouse
support, so remove any device=mouse.sys, or similar,
lines.

AUTOEXEC.BAT - The autoexec.bat is ircluded for
compatibility purposes. If your computer has such a
file, each line is processed in secpence during system
start up. The file can contain additional application specific entries that are run in the sequence they are
listed

The default Windows envirolment includes the
following, autoexec.bat commands:
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tmp=c:\windows\temp
temp=c:\windows\temp
prompt=$p$g
path=c:\windows;c:\windows\command
comspec=c:\windows\command\command.com
If

you edit the autoexec.bat file, remember not to

include other versions of Windows in the path, not to
change the MS-DOS commands directory from the

path, and not to add SMARTDrive, or other disc
caches. The PATH statement should always start with
C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND

SYSTEM.INI and WIN.INI - Most configuration options
for Windows are now stored in the Registry and are no
longer required in the system.ini and win.ini files.
BOOTLOG.TXT - The bootlog.txt file is created during

Setup when the Windows operating system is first
started, and contains a record of the current start- up
process for the system. It shows the Windows
components and drivers loaded and initialised, and the
status of each.

If you press the F8 function key when the words
'Starting Windows ..' first display on your screen, you
can enter the option for interactive system start-up, in
which you can choose to create a boot log.

The Registry
Windows 98 uses

a central location, called the
Registry, to store information previously held in the .ini
files used by earlier versions of Windows.

The Registry is structured as a hierarchical database
to store text or binary value information and maintains
all of the configuration parameters previously stored in

the three Windows system files, win.ini, system.ini,
and protocol.ini, and other application -specific .ini
files.
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Like the config.sys and autoexec.bat files, these .ini
files are still used to7. compatibility 'easons. Hope'ully
developers of new Windows 98 app ications will, in the
future, use the Registry to consolidate their application specific information.

To take a look in your Registry, type the command
REGEDIT into the Start, Run text box.
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When new Plug and Play devices are installed, the
system

checks

the

existing

configuration

in

the

Registry to determine which hardware resources are
not being used, so that the new device can be properly
configured withou: conflicting with a device already
installed in the system.

Note: We would not recommend you making any
changes in your Registry, unless you are an expert and
know precisely what you are doing.
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